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Landscape Committee’s 
Mission Statement 

 
 
To provide a set of well thought-out guidelines and standards that promote 
the use of plants to soften the edge of developments, buildings and streets. 
 
The qualitative value to the City derived from the use of plants in all 
development helps to advance the City in the following areas: 
 
· minimize impacts to adjacent neighborhoods; 
· economic prosperity; 
· quality physical environment; 
· ecologically responsiveness; 
· quality of life and safety of all citizens; 
· safe and stable neighborhoods; and 
· creation of a strong and positive image of the City in the region, state 

and nation. 
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Preface 
 

Landscaping is valued in Virginia Beach for the significant contributions it makes in the areas of 

ecological health, aesthetic image, improved 

economic well-being and general quality of 

life. Trees, plants and grasses as well as other 

landscaping effectively counterbalance the 

hardened urban environments defined by 

concrete, steel, asphalt and other structural 

materials. Therefore it is the purpose of this 

document to provide the kind of landscaping direction for sites proposing new development or 

redevelopment that will fulfill the city’s objectives of enhancing a quality physical environment 

and advance its economic vitality potential. 
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Introduction 
 
It is the attention to detail that helps to make a place unique. We remember those “special 
treatments,” the use of flags, street furniture and pavers that complement the landscape. The 
following photos are just a few examples in Virginia Beach where going the extra step has 
created some inviting outdoor areas. We hope they get your creative juices flowing.   

 

 

 

 

 

Walkway pavers lead from building entrance 
into parking area. Flags, tiered planting area and a water feature 

accent the base of this office building.  

Designated employee area with umbrellas, 
tables, and chairs make for an inviting outdoor 
space.  

Paving treatment, benches and trash receptacles 
assist in creating a pedestrian friendly entrance 
area.  
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Brick Pavers are used to pave the way to an office 
entrance flanked with benches and pedestrian scale 
lighting.  

Bicycle racks in use at a neighborhood recreation 
center.  

Tower used as a focal point in a shopping plaza. 

A bridge connection between a residential 
community and a retail development.  

Surrounded by open space this gazebo invites 
pedestrian access.   
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Introduction 

The City Council of the City of Virginia Beach adopted the Parking Lot Landscaping 

Ordinance on November 4, 1985, and amended the same ordinance to include Foundation 

Landscaping on June 11, 1990.  The purpose of this guide is to provide a wide range of 

information and answers concerning Section 5A Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping.    

This guide is not to be used as a substitute for Appendix C - Site Plan Ordinance, Sec. 

5A. Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping or the Specifications and Standards located in the 

section.  Should you have any questions regarding the contents of this guide, please contact the 

Planning Department at (757) 427-4621. 
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Section 5A.  Intent 
 
5A.1. Intent and purpose.  The City Council of Virginia Beach finds that Virginia Beach is 
blessed with a diverse and abundant cover of trees and vegetation and that such cover is of 
general aesthetic value to the city and that the ecological diversity and richness of the city make 
it a desirable place for residents, owners, and visitors alike; and that the appearance of Virginia 
Beach from the public ways contributes ecologically and aesthetically to the growth and 
economic prosperity of the city; and also that the growth and development attached to the City of 
Virginia Beach, because of its natural beauty, often times requires the removal of trees and other 
plant material, thereby contributing to the depletion of a most valuable natural resource, 
therefore, it is necessary to protect, preserve and restore this valuable asset.  The City Council 
declares the intent and purpose of this ordinance to be as follows: 
 

(a) To aid in stabilizing the environment’s ecological balance by contributing to the 
processes of air purification, oxygen regeneration, groundwater recharge, and 
stormwater runoff retardation, while at the same time aiding in noise, glare and 
heat abatement; 

 
(b) To encourage the preservation of existing trees and desirable vegetation; 

 
(c) To assist in providing clean air; 

 
(d) To provide visual buffering and enhance the beautification of the city; 

 
(e) To safeguard and enhance property values and to protect public and private 

investment; 
 

(f) To preserve, protect, and restore the unique identity and environment of the City 
of Virginia Beach and preserve the economic base attracted to the city by such 
factors; 

 
(g) To conserve energy; and to protect the public health, safety, and general welfare 

through the reduction of noise, air and visual pollution, light glare, and moderate 
air temperature; 

 
(h) To provide habitat for living things that might not otherwise occur or be found in 

urban and suburban environments. 
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Landscaping Requirements 
 
Virginia Beach City Code - Appendix C, Section 5A Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping 
applies to: 
 
· Parking Lots (with ten or more spaces)  
· Parking Garages 
· Display Areas  
· Commercial and Public Buildings 
· Dumpster and Trash Receptacle Areas 
· Loading Docks 
 

 
 
The following chart details the landscaping required by Appendix C, Section 5A Site Plan 
Ordinance: 
 

LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS 
 
 

 
INTERIOR 

 
STREET 

FRONTAGE 

 
FOUNDATION 

 
SCREENING 

 
PARKING  LOTS 

 
X 

 
X 

 
 

 
 

 
PARKING GARAGES  
WITH PARKING ON 
GROUND FLOOR 

 
 

 
X 

 
 

 
 

 
PARKING GARAGES  
WITH BUSINESSES ON 
GROUND FLOOR 

 
 

 
X 

 
X 

 
 

 
DISPLAY AREAS 

 
X 

 
X 

 
 

 
 

 
BUILDINGS 

 
 

 
 

 
X 

 
 

 
DUMPSTERS / TRASH 
RECEPTACLE AREAS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
X 

 
LOADING DOCKS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
X 
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Parking Lots 

A parking lot is any area where motor 

vehicles are stored for the purpose of 

temporary, daily, or overnight off-street 

parking. The Parking Lot and Foundation 

Landscaping Ordinance applies to the 

following: 

· Any public or private parking lot 

with ten (10) or more spaces. 

· Existing parking lots whose enlargement or reconstruction will increase it to ten (10) or 

more spaces. 

The planting requirements for parking lots are: 

· Interior Coverage Requirements - consists of planted areas within the perimeter of the 

parking lot. 

· Street Frontage Requirements - consists of a planting strip, made up of trees and 

shrubs, located between the abutting edge of the sidewalk and parking lot curb line, or 

where there is no sidewalk, between the public right-of-way line and the parking lot curb 

line. 

Interior Coverage Requirements 

· Thirty (30) square feet of planted area for each parking space is required. 

· One (1) tree is required for every one hundred fifty (150) square feet of planted area. 
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Interior Coverage Requirements (continued)  

· Trees must be a minimum of two (2) to two 

and one-half (2½) inch caliper at time of 

planting. 

· Only canopy type trees can be utilized, not 

those typically considered ornamental and 

understory trees.  Trees should be placed so 

as not to interfere with overhead utility lines or parking lot lighting. 

· Trees must be planted in a minimum sixty-four (64) square-foot area. 

· Islands must provide a minimum four (4) foot distance from the tree trunk to any curb 

and sized to accommodate the tree growth.  

· In no case shall entrance islands be credited with more than three hundred fifty (350) 

square feet toward satisfying the interior coverage requirements. 

· In parking lots less than one hundred (100) spaces, no planting area exceeding three 

hundred fifty (350) square feet shall be given credit toward satisfying the interior 

coverage requirements, except where trees are retained and protected during construction.  

· In parking lots one hundred (100) spaces or greater, no planting area exceeding fifteen 

hundred (1,500) square feet shall be given credit toward satisfying the interior coverage 

requirements, except where trees are retained and protected during construction.  

· Existing trees may be retained and credit may be given provided the trees are healthy and 

in good condition, and adequate tree protection practices are followed.  (See Tree 

Retention Section for specific requirements, page 32) 
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· All interior coverage areas may be planted with 

turfgrasses, groundcovers, or ornamental shrubs. 

· Shrubs shall be a minimum of eighteen (18) inches in 

height or spread and minimum three (3) gallon 

container at time of planting. 

· Groundcovers may also consist of rocks, pebbles, 

sand, or other approved materials. 

· Interior coverage landscaping is required along drive 

aisles that connect different sections of parking areas. 

A list of recommended trees and plants is provided in 

Section M. 

 

 

Plantings which may not be counted toward meeting the interior coverage requirements 

are: 

· Plantings required for screening along the perimeter of the parking lot. 

· Plantings required by the street frontage or foundation requirements of this ordinance. 

· Plantings required by the screening requirements for dumpsters and loading docks. 

· Plantings required for buffering between uses. 
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Parking Lot Interior Coverage 
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Street Frontage Requirements 

· The street frontage planting area must be 

a minimum ten (10) feet in width. 

EXCEPTION:  The required planting 

area may be reduced to a minimum of 

five (5) feet in width in the RT-1, RT-2, 

and RT-3 (Resort/Tourist) Zoning 

Districts. 

· Trees and shrubs are required in the planting area.  In lieu of shrubs, a wall or fence a 

minimum of three (3) feet in height may be utilized.  Berms, a minimum of three (3) feet 

in height, that meander and/or undulate, may also be used in lieu of shrubs. 
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Exceptions for the street frontage requirements are: 

· Where the street frontage requirements conflict with 

adequate sight distances required at driveways and street 

intersections, the provisions of the zoning ordinance shall 

apply. Sight distance requirements as specified under 

Public Works Specifications and Standards 3.13 SIGHT 

DISTANCE may also apply. 

· The street frontage requirements shall not apply where 

planting is required along scenic easements designated on the Master Transportation 

Plan. 

Trees 

Tree requirements must conform to the following specifications and standards at time of 

planting. To encourage creativity, trees may be grouped or randomly spaced as long as the total 

number of trees required are utilized.  

 Mature Size  Maximum Spacing*            Minimum Size at Planting 

  Small                    15 feet  6-7 feet 
     Medium            25 feet            1 ¼ - 1 1/2 –inch caliper (6-8 feet in height) 
     Large            40 feet  2 – 2 1/2 – inch caliper (8-10 feet in height) 
 
• To determine quantity required, divide the total linear footage by the plant spacing.  

• Existing trees may be retained and given credit provided the trees are healthy and in good 

condition, and adequate tree protection practices are followed. (See Tree Retention 

Section for specific requirements, page 32) 

A list of recommended trees is provided Section M. 
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Shrubs, Berms, Walls, and Fences 

The street frontage area must contain one or a combination of the following features: 

Shrubs 

· One (1) shrub per four (4) linear feet must be 

provided.  (Example: 25 shrubs per 100 feet) 

Seventy percent (70%) of species utilized 

must be evergreens.   

· To encourage creativity, shrubs may be 

grouped or randomly spaced as long as the 

total number of shrubs required is utilized. 

· Shrubs shall be a minimum of twenty-four (24) inches in height at time of planting. 

Berms 

• Berms shall be undulating and/or meandering with a minimum height of three (3) feet 

and a maximum height of four (4) feet. 

· Berms that are planted and mulched shall not exceed a slope ratio of 2:1.   This requires a 

minimum twelve (12) foot base width for a three (3) foot high berm. 

· Berms covered with turfgrass shall not exceed a slope ratio of 3:1.  This requires a 

minimum eighteen (18) foot base width 

for a three (3) foot high 

berm. 
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Walls and Fences 

· In lieu of shrubs, a wall or fence may be utilized which conforms to the minimum fencing 

standards found in the City Zoning Ordinance, Section 201. (Chain link fences may not 

be used.) 

· Walls and fences shall be a minimum of three (3) feet in height. 

· Walls should be made of the same or compatible material and color of the principal 

structure in terms of texture and quality. 
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Parking Garages 

With Parking on the Ground Level - Street Frontage Requirements 

Street frontage requirements are applicable for parking garages with parking on the 

ground level. The street frontage 

requirement consists of a planting area 

made up of trees and shrubs located 

between the abutting edge of the 

sidewalk and parking garage foundation, 

or where there is no sidewalk, from the 

public right-of-way line and the parking 

garage foundation. A solid wall a 

minimum of four (4) feet in height is 

recommended at the base of the structure. 

• The street frontage planting area must be a minimum ten (10) feet in width. 

   EXCEPTION:  The required planting area may be reduced to a minimum of five (5) feet 

in width for parking garages in the RT-1, RT-2, and RT-3 (Resort/Tourist) Zoning 

Districts.  
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Exceptions for the street frontage requirements are:  

• Where the street frontage requirements conflict with adequate sight distances required at 

driveways and street intersections, the provisions of the zoning ordinance shall apply. 

Sight distance requirements as specified under Public Works Specifications and 

Standards 3.13 SIGHT DISTANCE may also apply. 

• The street frontage requirements shall not apply where plantings are required along a 

scenic easement designated on the Master Transportation Plan. 
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Trees 

The tree requirements must conform to the following specifications and standards at time of 

planting.  To encourage creativity, trees may be grouped or randomly spaced as long as the total 

number of trees required are utilized. 

Mature Size Maximum Spacing*     Minimum Size at Planting     
Small  15 feet 6 - 7 feet 
Medium  25 feet 1¼ - 1½-inch caliper (6-8 feet in height) 
Large  40 feet 2 - 2½-inch caliper (8-10 feet in height) 

* To determine quantity required, divide the total linear footage by the plant spacing. 

A list of recommended trees is provided in Section M. 

 
 
For a parking garage that has a second level overhanging the planting area, the 
following applies: 
 
· Columnar trees shall be planted adjacent to each side that faces a public right-of-way. 

· Columnar trees shall be a minimum of two (2) inch to two one-half (2 ½) inch caliper at 

time of planting and spaced a maximum of thirty-five (35) feet apart. 

· Trees may be planted in the public right-of-way, but only with written authorization from 

the Planning Department Director or his designee. 

· Trees located within a sidewalk shall have steel tree grates placed around each tree. 

 
Shrubs and Walls 
 
The street frontage area must contain the following combination: 
 
 
Shrubs 
 
· Shrubs shall be minimum twenty-four inches in height at time of planting. 

· One (1) shrub per four (4) linear feet must be provided. (Example: 25 shrubs per 100 
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feet) Seventy percent (70%) of species utilized must be evergreen.   

Walls 
 

· Walls a minimum of four (4) feet in height shall be required at the parking structure. 

· Walls shall be made of the same or compatible material and color of the principal 

structure in terms of texture and quality. 

 
With Offices/Businesses on the Ground Level - Foundation Planting Requirements 
 
Foundation requirements are applicable for parking garages with businesses or offices on 
the ground level. 
· A minimum of fifty (50) percent of any side of a building facing a public right-of-way 

must be planted. 

· Plantings must be placed adjacent to building sides or provided in planters near the 

building sides.  

· Planting areas must be a minimum of three (3) feet in width excluding a minimum two 

(2) foot wide strip along the curb for vehicular overhang, unless wheel stops are used. 

· One (1) tree or one (1) shrub is required for every fifteen (15) square feet of total 

required planted area. 

· Trees shall be at least five (5) to six (6) feet in height at time of planting. 

· Shrubs planted immediately adjacent to the building shall be a minimum of eighteen (18) 

inches in height at time of planting. 

· Shrubs planted in elevated planters located near the building should be a minimum of 

fifteen (15) to eighteen (18) inches in height or spread and minimum three (3) gallon 

container at time of planting. 

· Foundation plants should be grouped so as not to block or obstruct windows and doors. 
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Display Areas 

A display area is an area generally considered accessible to the public including auto/truck sales, 

leasing and rental lots, recreational vehicles sales, trailer sales lots, etc.   

Planting requirements for display areas are: 

· Interior Coverage Requirements - consists of 

planting areas within the perimeter of the 

display area.    

· Street Frontage Requirements - consists of a 

planting area, made up of trees and shrubs, 

located between the abutting edge of the sidewalk and display area curb line, or where 

there is no sidewalk, between the right-of-way line and the display area curb line. 

 
Interior Coverage Requirements  
 
A minimum of twelve (12) percent of the designated display area must have interior landscaping. 

· All interior coverage areas may be planted with turfgrasses, groundcovers, or ornamental 

shrubs. 

· Shrubs shall be a minimum of eighteen (18) inches in height or spread and minimum 

three (3) gallon container at time of planting. 

· Groundcovers may also consist of rocks, pebbles, sand, or other approved materials. 

· Islands must provide a minimum four (4) foot distance from the tree trunk to any curb 

and sized to accommodate the tree growth. 

· In display areas of less than thirty thousand (30,000) square feet, no planting area 

exceeding three hundred fifty (350) square feet shall be given credit toward satisfying the 
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interior coverage requirement, except where trees are retained and protected during 

construction. 

· In display areas thirty thousand (30,000) square feet or greater, no planting area 

exceeding fifteen hundred (1,500) square feet shall be given credit toward satisfying the 

interior coverage requirement, except where trees are retained and protected during 

construction.  

· In no case shall entrance islands be credited with more than three hundred fifty (350) 

square feet toward satisfying the interior coverage requirements. 

 

Trees 

The tree requirements must conform to the following specifications and standards at time of 
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planting. 

· Trees must be planted in a minimum sixty-four (64) square foot area.  

· One (1) tree is required for every one hundred fifty (150) square feet of planted area. 

· Trees must be a minimum of two (2) to two and one-half (2½) inch caliper at time of 

planting. 

· Only canopy type trees can be utilized, not those typically considered ornamental and 

understory trees. Trees should be placed so as not to interfere with overhead utility lines 

or parking lot lighting. 

· Existing trees may be retained and credit may be given provided the trees are healthy and 

in good condition, and adequate tree protection practices are followed. (See Tree 

Retention Section for specific requirements.) 

A list of recommended trees is provided in Section M. 

 

Plantings which may not be counted toward meeting interior coverage requirements are: 

· Plantings required for screening along the perimeter of the site. 

· Plantings required by the street frontage requirements or foundation requirements of this 

ordinance. 

· Plantings required for the screening of dumpsters and loading docks. 

· Plantings required for buffering between uses. 

 

 

Street Frontage Requirements 

· Street frontage planted areas must be a minimum ten (10) feet in width. 
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· Trees and shrubs are required in the planting area.  In lieu of shrubs, a wall or fence a 

minimum of three (3) feet in height may be utilized.  Berms, a minimum of three (3) feet 

in height, that meander and/or undulate, may also be used in lieu of shrubs.  

Exceptions for the street frontage requirements are: 

· Where street frontage requirements conflict with adequate sight distances required at 

driveways and street intersections, the provisions of the zoning ordinance shall apply. 

Sight distance requirements as specified 

under Public Works Specifications and 

Standards 3.13 SIGHT DISTANCE may 

also apply.  (See Pages 14 & 15 of the 

Details and Protection Section) 

· Where plantings are required along a platted 

scenic easement originally designated on the 

Master Transportation Plan, street frontage 

requirements shall not apply. 

Trees 

The tree requirements must conform to the following specifications and standards at time of 

planting.  To encourage creativity, trees may be grouped or randomly spaced as long as the total 

number of trees required are utilized.  

 

A list of recommended trees is provided in Section M. 

 

Mature Size  Maximum Spacing * Minimum Size at Planting 
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  Small   15 feet  6 - 7 feet 
  Medium  25 feet  1¼ - 1½-inch caliper (6 - 8 feet in height) 
  Large   40 feet  2 - 2½-inch caliper (8 - 10 feet in height) 

 
*  To determine quantity required, divide the total linear footage by the plant spacing. 

· Additionally, existing trees may be retained and given credit provided the trees are 

healthy and in good condition and adequate tree protection practices are followed. (See 

Tree Retention Section for specific requirements.) 

Shrubs, Berms, Walls, and Fences: 

The street frontage area must contain one or a combination of the following features: 

Shrubs       

· One shrub per four (4) linear feet must be provided. (Example: 25 shrubs per 100 feet) 

Seventy percent (70%) of species utilized must be evergreen. 

· Shrubs shall be minimum of twenty-four (24) inches in height at time of planting. 

· To encourage creativity, shrubs may be grouped or randomly spaced as long as the total 

number of shrubs required is utilized. 

Berms 

· Berms shall be undulating and/or meandering with a minimum height of three (3) feet 

and a maximum height of four (4) feet. 

· Berms that are planted and mulched shall not exceed a slope ratio of 2:1.  This requires a 

minimum twelve (12) foot base width for a three (3) foot high berm. 

· Berms covered with turfgrass shall not exceed a slope ratio of 3:1.  This requires a 

minimum eighteen (18) foot base width for a three (3) foot high berm. 

Walls and Fences 
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· In lieu of shrubs, a wall or fence which conforms to the minimum fencing standards 

found in the City Zoning Ordinance, Section 201 may be utilized.  (Chainlink fences may 

not be used.) 

· Walls and fences shall a minimum of three (3) feet in height. 

· Walls should be made of the same or compatible material and color of the principal 

structure in terms of texture and quality. 
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Commercial and Public Buildings 

 
Foundation plantings are required for all commercial and public buildings that face a public 

right-of-way of more than twenty (20) feet in width. The requirements for foundation planting 

are as follows: 

·  A minimum of fifty (50) percent of any side 

of a building facing a public right-of-way 

must be planted. 

· Plantings must be placed adjacent to building 

sides or provided in planters near building 

sides. 

· Planted areas must be a minimum of three (3) 

feet in width excluding a minimum two (2) foot wide strip along the curb for vehicular 

overhang, unless wheel stops are used.  If trees are utilized, the planing area should be 

sized for the tree growth. 

 One (1) tree or one (1) shrub is required for every fifteen (15) square feet of total   

          required landscaped area. 

Trees 

· Trees shall be at least five (5) to six (6) feet 

in height at time of planting. 

·  

Shrubs 
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· Shrubs planted immediately adjacent to the building shall be a minimum of eighteen 

(18) inches in height at time of planting. 

· Shrubs planted in elevated planters located near the 

building should be a minimum of fifteen (15) to 

eighteen (18) inches in height or spread and 

minimum three (3) gallon container at time of 

planting. 

· Foundation plantings should be grouped and 

maintained so as not to block or obstruct windows and doors. 

 
Walls and Fences 
 
· In lieu of shrubs, a wall or fence may be utilized which conforms to the minimum fencing 

standards found in the City Zoning Ordinance, Section 201. (Chain link fences may not 

be used.) 

· Walls and fences shall be a minimum of three (3) feet in height. 

· Walls shall be made of the same or compatible material and color of the principal 

structure in terms of texture and quality. 
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Dumpsters and Trash Receptacle Areas 

Dumpsters and/or trash receptacles shall be screened from view by the following combination: 

Solid Fence or Wall 

· A solid fence or wall shall be a minimum of six 

(6) feet in height. 

· The fence or wall shall be made of the same or 

compatible material and color of the principal 

structure in terms of texture and quality. 

 
 
AND 
 
 
 
Plants 

· Shrubs shall be planted at a minimum of thirty-six (36) inches in height at time of 

planting. 

· Shrubs shall be planted a maximum of four 

(4) feet on center. 
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Loading Docks 

A loading dock is a platformed space within the building or that protrudes from the building for 

the standing, loading, or unloading of trucks. 

· Loading docks not screened by an intervening building shall be screened from view its 

entire length, except for necessary access. 

Screening should be accomplished by the following combination: 

Solid Fence or Wall 

· A solid fence or wall shall be a 

minimum of six (6) feet in 

height. 

· The fence or wall shall be made 

of the same or compatible 

material and color of the 

principal structure in terms of 

texture and quality. 

  

AND 

 

Evergreen Plants  

· Evergreen plants which are expected to reach six (6) feet or greater within three (3) years 

of planting shall be provided. 

· The plants shall be a minimum of thirty-six (36) inches in height when planted. 

· The plants shall be planted a maximum of four (4) feet on center. 
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Scenic Easements 

Where scenic easements have been acquired along major arterials, one of the following shall be 

provided: 

· A 50-foot scenic easement with no improvements installed. 

· A 20-foot scenic easement with planting improvements according to Standard A (see 

below) or its equivalent as determined by the Planning Director or his designee. 

· A 10-foot scenic easement with planting improvements according to Standard B (see 

below) or it equivalent as determined by the Planning Director or his designee. 

 
 
Standard A: 

 
Large Trees planted at 60-foot intervals, or Medium Trees planted at 45-foot 

intervals, or Small Trees planted at 30-foot intervals, or a combination 

thereof. 
 
Standard B:  

 
Large Trees planted at 45-foot intervals, or Medium Trees planted at 30-foot 

intervals, or Small Trees planted at 15-foot intervals, or a combination 

thereof. 
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Free-Standing Sign Landscaping 

· A minimum of seventy-five (75) square 

feet of planted area shall be provided 

around any free-standing sign.  Planting 

material shall include a combination of: 

grass, ground cover, low shrubs not 

exceeding a height of three (3) feet at 

maturity or design elements used in 

conjunction with the sign  not exceeding 

the three (3) foot height limit. 

· All plant materials shall be placed in a defined planting area which shall be a minimum 

of six (6) feet in width.  All plantings shall be maintained so as not to obstruct the view of 

the sign face on either side, nor shall any materials used for landscaping encroach onto 

adjacent properties. 

· All plant materials utilized to 

fulfill the free-standing sign 

planting requirement shall be 

subject to the approval of the 

Planning Director or his designee. 

· Free-standing sign landscaping 

shall be designed so as to be 

compatible with parking lot plantings in order to help achieve the goal of a unified 
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project design. 

· Free-standing sign landscaping area shall be included as a credit in the calculations for 

any area required for parking lot landscaping as specified in Virginia Beach Code, 

Appendix C - Site Plan Ordinance, Section 5A - Parking Lot Landscaping and 

Foundation Landscaping Specifications and Standards. 
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Landscaping Installation 

· All landscaping shall be installed in a sound, workmanship-like manner and according to 

accepted, good planting practices and procedures. 

· Plants shall require protection from vehicular encroachment. 

· All required plantings must be installed and approved by the end of the first planting 

season following construction. 

· Plants specified on the landscape plan may be 

substituted with similar plants upon written 

request by the property owner and written 

approval of the Planning Department Director 

or his designee. 

Maintenance Responsibilities 

· The owner of the property shall be responsible 

for the continued proper maintenance, repair, and replacement of all landscaping 

materials. 

· All unhealthy, fifty (50) percent or more dead or completely dead, plants shall be 

replaced with originally specified plants or approved substitutions. 

· Any violation will be noted and property owners will have ninety (90) days in which to 

correct all violations, except in those cases when plant material replacement should be 

delayed because of seasonal factors until the next planting season. 

· Failure of the owner to provide maintenance as described above shall constitute a 

violation of the Site Plan Ordinance, Appendix C, Virginia Beach City Code. 
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Plants 

· All plants shall be living plants (artificial plants are prohibited). 

· Plants shall conform to the standards of the most recent edition of the "American 

Standard for Nursery Stock," published by the American Association of Nurseryman. 

· Plant names used shall conform to the most recent edition of the "Datascape Guide to 

Commercial Nomenclature," published by American Nurseryman Publishing Company. 

· Horticulture definitions shall conform to the most recent edition of "A Technical 

Glossary of Horticulture and Landscape Terminology," published by the Horticultural 

Research Institute, Inc. 

Tree Retention 

Existing trees may be retained and credit  may be given when: 

· The trees are healthy and in good condition. 

· The trees are located in the areas of the site where tree planting is required. 

· Trees to be retained for credit are approved by the Planning Director or his designee. 

The diameter of the tree determines how much credit is given (see chart below). 

Diameter of Tree*  Number of Trees Credited 

4" - 5.9"   1 

6" - 11.9"   2 

12" - 17.9"   3 

18" - 23.9"   4 

24" +   5 

*  NOTE: The diameter of a tree shall be determined by measuring the tree's diameter four 

and one-half (4 ½ ) feet [Diameter Breast Height - DBH] above ground level. 
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Protection practices that must be followed to receive the tree credit are: 

· A plan for tree protection during construction must be included with the landscape plan 

submittal or no credit will be given for tree retention. 

· Before construction activity begins, protective barriers must be securely in place.  

· Minimum undisturbed areas shall be determined by multiplying the trees’ Diameter 

Breast Height (DBH), measured at 4½ feet, by one (1) foot. This area shall be in a 

circular pattern with a radius equal to the length of the widest or longest branch (drip 

line) or a minimum five (5) feet from the trunk. The product is the minimum area that 

must be left undisturbed around each tree.  

· All construction activities shall be prohibited within the minimum disturbed areas 

provided for any tree(s) for which credit is to be given. 

· All temporary construction activities shall also be prohibited within the minimum 

undisturbed areas, including 

excavating, filling, trenching, 

construction storage and dumping, 

and parking of construction 

equipment and vehicles. 

· Should the retained trees die or the 

crown be at least fifty (50) percent 

dead within three (3) years from 

date of acceptance, replacements 

shall be equal to the number of trees 
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given as credit and shall be at least one and three-fourths (1¾) to two (2) inch caliper if 

used to satisfy the interior tree requirement and/or minimum size at planting used to 

satisfy the street frontage tree requirement. 
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Procedures: Plan Submission and Approval 
Plan Preparation 

The landscape plan must be prepared by a Certified Landscape Architect, a Virginia Certified 

Nurseryman, an individual with a two (2) or four (4) year degree in ornamental horticulture with 

a specialty in landscape design, a certified member of the Virginia Society of Landscape 

Designers, or the Association of Professional Landscape Designers. The name and signature of 

the person responsible for the landscape design must be shown on the plan. 

Plan Content 

The landscape plan must clearly show and label by name: 

· All existing and proposed property lines, easements, buildings, and other structures, 

vehicular use areas including parking stalls, driveways, service areas, display areas, 

loading docks, dumpster and trash receptacle areas, square footage, etc. 

· Existing and proposed landscape materials including height, width or caliper, (whichever 

is more appropriate at planting time) and on-center planting dimensions for all plants.  

All plants are to be listed in a "Planting Schedule." 

· The title box shall include pertinent data; i.e., names and addresses of property owner, 

engineer, designer, scale, date, north arrow, etc.. 

Site Plan Approval 

· Where landscaping is required, no site plan shall be approved until the required 

landscaping plan has been submitted and approved by the Planning Director or his 

designee. 

· In no case shall a site plan be approved where the design calls for the planting of plants 
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over any underground water retention areas (stormwater management facility, best 

management practices, etc.). 

· The director may approve any landscape plan which the director determines to meet or 

exceed the objective of the ordinance. 

Certificate of Occupancy 

· Required landscaping must be completed and certified through an on-site inspection by a 

representative of the Planning Department before a certificate of occupancy is issued. 

· When occupancy is desired prior to the completion of the required landscaping, the 

owner or developer shall provide to the City surety equal to the amount of the remaining 

materials and installation costs. 

· In cases where no certificate of occupancy is required, such as an expanded or 

reconstructed parking lot, the surety must be posted with the Planning Department at the 

time the approved site plan is released. 
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Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping 
Specifications and Standards 
 
Landscaping as required in Virginia Beach City Code, Appendix C, Site Plan Ordinance, Section 
5A, Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping shall be provided in conformance with the 
following criteria: 
 
A. Parking Lot Interior Coverage 

1. Canopy Trees 
 

(a) Only canopy type trees can be utilized, not those trees typically considered 
ornamental and understory type trees.  The Planning Director or his designee, shall 
have final approval of those trees that are to be classified as canopy type trees.  A 
minimum of two (2) to two and one-half (2½) inch caliper shall be required at the 
time of planting. 

 
(b)  Trees must be planted in at least a sixty-four (64) square foot planting area.  These 

planting areas must provide a minimum four (4) foot distance from the center of 
the tree trunk to any curb. 

 
2. Turfgrass, Groundcovers, and Ornamental Shrubs 

 
All interior coverage areas must have turfgrass, groundcovers, or ornamental 
shrubs. 

 
B. Parking Lot Street Frontage 

1. Trees required by 5A.5 parking lot street frontage requirements may vary in size at 
maturity but shall conform to the following specifications at time of planting: 

 
Mature Size Max. Space Min. Size at Planting 

Small   15 Feet 6 - 7 feet 
Medium   25 Feet 1¼ - 1½-inch caliper (6-8 feet in height) 

    Large   40 Feet 2 - 2½-inch caliper (8-10 feet in height) 
 

2. Trees of species whose roots are known to cause damage to infrastructure 
improvements, whose branches are known to be subject to a high incidence of 
breakage, and whose fruit is considered a nuisance or high maintenance shall not be 
utilized. 

 
3. An evergreen hedge shall be planted between the trees.  However, when trees are 

approved for planting in the public right-of-way for parking garages, the shrubs 
shall only be located within the ten (10) foot landscaping strip. Shrubs shall be a 
minimum of twenty-four (24) inches in height at time of planting. 
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In lieu of providing shrubs, walls or solid fences may be utilized which conform to 
the minimum fencing standards as specified in the Landscaping, Screening, and 
Buffering Specifications and Standards of the City Zoning Ordinance. 

 
For parking garages, a wall four (4) feet in height shall be required in addition to 
the tree and shrub requirement. Chain-link fences may not be used to meet the 
requirements of this section. 

 
4. Berms, a minimum of three (3) feet in height to a maximum of four (4) feet in 

height, may be used in lieu of shrubs.  Berms that are planted and mulched shall not 
exceed a horizontal to vertical slope ratio of 2:1 and those berms covered with 
turfgrass shall not exceed a 3:1 slope ratio. 

 
 C. Parking Garage Landscaping Requirements 

1. There are no interior coverage requirements for parking garages.  Parking garages 
shall have street frontage or foundation landscaping, whichever is applicable.  For 
parking garages with parking on the ground level, Section 5A.5 Parking Lot Street 
Frontage requirements shall apply.  For parking garages that have businesses and/or 
offices on the ground level, Section 5A.6 Foundation Landscaping requirements 
shall apply. 

 
2. Parking garages with parking on the ground level shall have a wall which is a 

minimum of four (4) feet in height and is made of the same or compatible material 
and color of the principal structure in terms of texture and quality. 

 
3. Should a parking garage have a second level overhanging the ten (10) foot 

landscaping strip, columnar trees, as designated by the Planning Director or his 
designee, shall be planted adjacent to each side that faces a public right-of-way 
more than twenty (20) feet in width.  Trees may be planted in the public right-of-
way only with written authorization from the Planning Director or his designee.  
Trees may be spaced a maximum of thirty-five (35) feet apart.  Columnar trees shall 
be at least two (2) to two and one-half (2 ½) inch caliper at the time of planting.  
Should trees be located within a sidewalk(s), steel grates shall be placed around 
each tree. Tree grates shall be cast iron and forty-eight (48) inches in diameter and 
approved by the Planning Director or his designee.  All tree grates shall be installed 
with tree grate collar and grate frame for support. 

 
D. Display Area Landscaping Requirements 

There shall be provided within the perimeter of the designated display area, landscaped 
area(s) which together total twelve (12) percent of the display area.   One (1) tree for each 
one hundred and fifty (150) square feet of total landscaped area shall be provided, except 
any fractional tree shall not be counted as a whole tree.  In addition, display areas must 
satisfy the street frontage requirements.   
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E. Foundation Landscaping Requirements 
1. Shrubs or trees shall be provided within the landscaped area in the proportion of 

one (1) shrub or one (1) tree per fifteen (15) square feet of total required landscaped 
area, except any fractional shrub or tree shall not be counted as a whole shrub or 
tree. 

 
2. Shrubs planted immediately adjacent to the building shall be at least eighteen (18) 

inches in height. Trees shall be at least six (6) to eight (8) feet in height. 
 
F. Screening Requirements 

1. Screening for dumpsters and/or trash receptacle areas shall be accomplished by a 
solid fence or wall which is a minimum of six (6) feet in height and is made of the 
same or compatible material and color of the principal structure in terms of texture 
and quality.  Plants shall be provided so that no more than 2/3 of the surface area of 
the fence or wall is visible from the street within three (3) years of erection of the 
structure. 

 
2. Screening for loading docks may be accomplished by a solid fence or wall which is 

a minimum of six (6) feet in height and is made of the same or compatible material 
and color of the principal structure in terms of texture and quality and evergreen 
plant material which can be expected to reach six (6) feet or greater in height within 
three (3) years of planting.  Any plants used to fulfill these requirements shall be a 
minimum of thirty-six (36) inches in height when planted and spaced four (4) feet 
on center. 

 
G. Tree Retention 

1. An existing tree(s) may be retained and credit may be given to satisfy the interior 
tree and/or street frontage tree requirement(s) provided the tree(s) is healthy and in 
good condition and provided the tree(s) is located in the area(s) of the site where 
tree planting is required.  Any tree(s) to be retained for credit is subject to approval 
by the Planning Director or his designee. 

 
Diameter of Tree* Number of Trees Credited 

4" - 5.9"  1 
6" - 11.9"  2 
12" - 17.9"  3 
18" - 23.9"  4 
24" +  5 

 
Note:  Diameter of a tree shall be determined by measuring the trees’ diameter four and one-half 

(4½) feet [Diameter Breast Height -DBH] above ground level. 
 

2. Prior to any clearing, grading, or construction, protective barriers shall be placed 
around all trees to be retained on the site to prevent the destruction or damaging of 
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trees.  The minimum undisturbed areas shall be determined by multiplying the 
trees’ Diameter Breast Height (DBH) measured at four and one-half (4½) feet by 
one (1) foot.  This area shall be in a circular pattern with a radius equal to the length 
of the widest or longest branch (drip line) or a minimum five (5) feet from the 
trunk.  All construction activities shall be prohibited within the minimum disturbed 
areas provided for any tree(s) for which credit is given towards satisfying the 
interior coverage and/or street frontage requirement(s).  All temporary construction 
activities shall also be prohibited within the minimum undisturbed areas, including 
all excavating, filling, trenching, construction storage and dumping, and parking of 
construction equipment/vehicles or employee vehicles.  

 
3. A plan for tree protection during construction must be included with the landscape 

plan submittal or no credit will be given for tree retention. 
 

4. Should the retained tree(s) die or the crown be at least fifty (50) percent dead within 
three (3) years from date of acceptance of the landscaping by the city, replacements 
shall be equal to the number of trees given as credit and shall be at least two (2) to 
two and one-half (2 ½) inch caliper if used to satisfy the interior tree requirement 
and/or minimum size at planting used to satisfy the street frontage tree requirement. 

 
H. Plants 

All plants shall be living plants (artificial plants are prohibited) and shall meet the 
following requirements: 
1. Applicable Publications 

 
a. Plants used in conformance with the provision of these standards shall conform to 

the standards of the most recent edition of the "American Standard for 
Nursery Stock," published by the American Association of Nurserymen.  

 
b. Plant names used in conformance with the provision of these standards shall 

conform to the standards of the most recent edition of the "Standardized Plant 
Names" published by the American Joint Committee on Horticulture 
Nomenclature. 

 
c. Horticulture definitions shall conform to the most recent edition of "A Technical 

Glossary of Horticulture and Landscape Terminology" published by the 
Horticultural Research Institute, Inc. 

 
2. Trees 

 
a. A list of unacceptable trees is provided in Section M, 4. Nonacceptable Tree 

Species. 
 

b. Trees shall be at least two (2) to two and one-half (2½) inch caliper at time of 
planting to satisfy the interior tree requirement (See Section A.1 of this 
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section). 
 

c. Trees shall be at least the minimum size specified at planting to satisfy street 
frontage tree requirements (See Section B.1 of this section). 

 
d. Trees shall be at least six (6) to eight (8) feet in height at time of planting to 

satisfy the foundation tree requirement (See Section E.2 of this section). 
 

3. Shrubs 
 

a. Shrubs shall be at least eighteen (18) inches in height or spread at time of planting 
if utilized to satisfy the parking lot interior coverage shrub requirement (See 
Section A.2 of this section). 

 
b. Shrubs shall be at least twenty-four (24) inches in height at time of planting to 

satisfy the parking lot street frontage requirement (See Section B.3 of this 
section). 

 
c. Shrubs planted immediately adjacent to the building shall be at least eighteen (18) 

inches in height at time of planting to satisfy the foundation shrub 
requirement.  

 
d. Shrubs shall be evergreen and at least thirty-six (36) inches in height at time 

of planting, reaching a minimum height of six (6) feet in three (3) years to 
satisfy the loading dock shrub screening requirement (see section F of this 
section). 

 
4. Vines 

 
Vines shall be at least six (6) inches in length at time of planting and are generally 
used in conjunction with walls or fences. 

 
5. Grass or Ground Cover 

 
a. Grass of a perennial nature shall be planted in species normally grown as 

permanent lawns in Virginia Beach and may be sodded, plugged, sprigged, or 
seeded.  Certified seed shall be used for all permanent seeding wherever 
possible.  Certified seed is inspected by the Virginia Crop Improvement 
Association (VCIA) or the certifying agency in other states.  Seed must meet 
published state standards (VESC Standards and Specifications 3.32 III-307).  
Where applicable, the requirements of the Erosion and Sedimentation Control 
Specifications and Standards shall be met.  Grass sod shall be clean and free 
of weeds and noxious pests or diseases. 

 
b. Ground covers shall be planted in such a manner as to present a finished 
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appearance and seventy-five (75) percent of complete coverage after two (2) 
complete growing seasons.  In certain cases, if approved by the Planning 
Director or his designee, ground cover also may consist of rocks, pebbles, 
sand, and similar approved materials. 

 
I. Installation 

All landscaping shall be installed in a sound, workmanship-like manner and according to 
accepted, good planting practices and procedures with the quality of plants as hereinafter 
described.  Landscaped areas shall require protection from vehicular encroachment by 
such means as, but not limited to, wheel stops or concrete or bituminous curbs.  Plant 
material requiring support for proper growth shall be installed as directed by the 
following specifications. 

 
1. Setting Plants 

 
Unless otherwise specified, all plants should be planted in pits, centered and set on 
six (6) inches of compacted topsoil to such a depth that the finished grade level at 
the plant after settlement will be the same as that at which the plant was grown.  
They should be planted upright and faced to give the best appearance or 
relationship to adjacent plants.  The top 1/3 of burlap, all twine, wire and surplus 
binding from top and sides of the balls must be removed.  Roots of bare root plants 
only shall be spread in their normal position.  All broken or frayed roots should be 
cut off cleanly.  Topsoil should be placed and compacted carefully to avoid injury 
to roots and to fill all voids.  When the hole is nearly filled, add water as necessary 
and allow it to soak away.  Fill the hole to finished grade and form a shallow saucer 
around each plant by placing a ridge of topsoil around the edge of each pit.  After 
the ground settles, additional topsoil should be filled into the level of the finished 
grade. 

 
2. Staking and Guying 

 
Stakes for supporting trees should be two and one-half (2 ½) inches square or 
round, by eight (8) feet long, pressure treated wood or painted metal rib-back fence 
posts.  Steel anchors may also be utilized in guying trees and shall be installed 
according to accepted standards.   Stakes should be equally spaced about each tree, 
and shall be driven vertically into the ground to a depth of two and one-half (2 ½) 
to three (3) feet in such a manner as not to injure the ball or roots.  Trees should be 
fastened to each stake at a height of about five (5) feet by means of two (2) strands 
of wire.  Wire for guys or fastening trees to stakes should be No. 12 gauge, pliable, 
galvanized steel.  Hose to encase guys or wires, used for fastening trees to stakes, 
should be two-ply reinforced rubber garden hose. According to accepted 
horticultural practices, tree staking and wires must be removed within 6-12 months 
after the tree has been planted in order to ensure tree survival. 
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3. Tree Wrapping 
 

Tree Wrapping is discouraged. 
 

4.  Ground Cover Beds 
 

Ground cover should be planted in beds having a minimum depth of six (6) inches 
of topsoil above the subsoil.  Plants should be evenly spaced and set to finished 
grade level after settlement. 

 
5. Mulching 

 
All plants should be mulched within two (2) days after planting. Do not pile mulch 
against tree trunks or in crowns of plants. The approved mulching materials can 
either be organic or inorganic. 

 
J. Maintenance 

The owner of the property shall be responsible for the continued proper maintenance, 
repair, and replacement of all landscaping materials, and areas in accordance with the 
approved landscape plan and shall keep them in a proper, neat, and orderly appearance, 
free from refuse and debris at all times.  All unhealthy, fifty (50) percent or more dead or 
completely dead, plants shall be replaced as directed by the Planning Director or his 
designee.  All landscaped areas should be provided with a readily available water supply. 
 Maintenance should include weeding, cultivating, mulching, tightening, repairing of 
guys and stakes, removal of guys and stakes after 6 - 12 months, and resetting plants to 
proper grades or upright position, restoration of the planting saucer, fertilizing, pruning, 
and other necessary operations.  Maintenance should begin immediately following the 
last operation of installation for each portion of lawn and for each plant.  The Planning 
Department designee may periodically inspect the project and indicate whether or not the 
landscaping continues to meet the minimum requirements of this ordinance.  Any 
violation will be noted and property owners will have ninety (90) days in which to 
correct all violations, except in those cases when plant material replacement should be 
delayed because of seasonal factors until the next planting season which requires written 
approval by the Planning Director or his designee.  Failure of the owner to provide 
maintenance as described above shall constitute a violation of the Site Plan Ordinance, 
Appendix C, Virginia Beach City Code. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
\
K.  Parking Lot Visibility (SITE DISTANCE) 
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Where the street frontage requirements conflict with adequate sight distances required at 
driveways and street intersections, the provisions of the zoning ordinance shall apply.  
Sight distance requirements as specified under Public Works Specifications and 
Standards 3.13 SIGHT DISTANCE may apply. 

 
L.  Plan Submission and Approval 

Whenever any property is affected by these landscaping standards, the property owner or 
developer shall prepare a landscape plan for submission in conjunction with a site 
development plan. 

 
1. Plan Preparation 

The landscape plan must be prepared by a certified landscape designer, a registered 
landscape architect, an individual with a two (2) or four (4) year degree in 
ornamental horticulture with a specialty in landscape design, a member of the 
Virginia Society of Landscape Designers, or a certified Virginia Nurseryman.  The 
name and signature of the person responsible for the landscape design must be 
shown on the plan. 

 
2.  Plan Content 

The contents of the landscape plan shall include the following: 
 

Landscape plans shall clearly show and label by name and dimension all existing 
and proposed property lines, easements, buildings, and other structures, vehicular 
use areas (including parking stalls, driveways, service areas, display areas, loading 
docks, dumpster and trash receptacle areas, square footage etc.) and landscape 
materials (including height, width or caliper, whichever is more appropriate, at 
planting time, and on-center planting dimensions for all plants).  All plant material 
is to be listed in a "Planting Schedule." 

 
The title box shall include pertinent names and addresses (property owner, 
engineer, designer, scale, date, north arrow). 

 
3. Site Plan Approval 

Where landscaping is required, no site plan shall be approved until the required 
landscaping plan has been submitted and approved by the Planning Director or his 
designee.  In no case shall a site plan be approved wherein the design calls for the 
planting of plants over any underground water retention areas. 

 
4. Plants Substitutions 

Plants specified on the landscape plan may be substituted if unavailable at the time 
of planting with similar plants only upon written request by the property owner and 
written approval from the Planning Director or his designee. 

M. Recommended Tree and Plant Lists 
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The following list contains trees and plants recommended for use in satisfying planting 
requirements for parking lots and scenic easements.  Other species may be used provided they 
meet the intent of the ordinance and are approved by the Planning Department. 
 
1. TREES FOR PARKING LOT STREET FRONTAGE: 
 

SMALL TREES 
(30 - 40 feet height at maturity) 

 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Chionanthus virginicus White Fringe Tree 
Crataegus phaenopyrum Washington Hawthorn 
Koelreuteria paniculata Golden Rain Tree 
Lagerstroemia spp. Crape Myrtle 
Malus floribunda Japanese Flowering Crab Apple 
Prunus yedoensis Yoshino Cherry (all cultivars) 
Prunus serrulata 'Kwanzan' Kwanzan Cherry 
Quercus robur 'Fastigiata’ Pyramidal English Oak 

 
 

MEDIUM TREES 
(60 - 80 feet height at maturity) 

 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Acer platanoides 'Columnare' Columnar Norway Maple 
Acer rubrum 'Columnare' Columnar Red Maple 
Acer rubrum 'October Glory' October Glory Red Maple 
Acer saccharum 'Columnare' Columnar Sugar Maple  
Betula nigra River Birch 
Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis Thornless Honey Locust 
Nyssa sylvatica Sour Gum 
Pyrus calleryana (all cultivars) Callery Pear (cultivars only) 
Quercus acutissima Saw Tooth Oak 
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LARGE TREES 
(90 - 120 feet height at maturity) 

 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Acer rubrum Red Maple (all cultivars) 
Acer platanoides Norway Maple 
Acer saccharum 'Green Mountain' Green Mountain Sugar Maple 
Celtis occidentalis Hackberry 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica 'Marshall's Seedless' Marshall's Seedless Green Ash 
Ginkgo biloba Ginkgo (Male Variety) Maidenhair Tree 
Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip Poplar 
Magnolia grandiflora Southern Magnolia 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides Dawn Redwood 
Nyssa sylvatica Sour Gum 
Pinus elliottii Slash Pine 
Pinus taeda Loblolly Pine 
Platanus x acerifolia 'Bloodgood' Bloodgood London Plane Tree 
Platanus occidentalis American Sycamore 
Quercus accutissima Saw Tooth Oak 
Quercus coccinea Scarlet Oak 
Quercus darlingtonia Darlington Oak 
Quercus macrocarpa Bur Oak (favors moist soil) 
Quercus montana Chestnut Oak 
Quercus nigra Water Oak 
Quercus phellos Willow Oak 
Quercus prinus Chestnut Oak 
Quercus robur English Oak 
Quercus velutina Black Oak 
Quercus virginiana 
Taxodium distichum Bald Cypress 
Zelkova serrata (all cultivars) Japanese Zelkova (all cultivars) 

 
 
2. CANOPY TREES FOR PARKING LOT INTERIOR COVERAGE:  
 

MEDIUM TREES 
 

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Acer rubrum (all cultivars) Red Maple (all cultivars) 
Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis Thornless Honey Locust 
Pyrus calleryana (all cultivars) Callery Pear (all cultivars) 
Quercus acutissima Saw Tooth Oak 

LARGE TREES 
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BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Acer saccharum (all cultivars) Sugar Maple (all cultivars) 
Celtis occidentalis Hackberry 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Green Ash 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall's Seedless Green 
'Marshall's Seedless' Ash 
Ginkgo biloba Ginkgo (Male Variety) Maidenhair 
Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip Poplar 
Magnolia grandiflora Southern Magnolia 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides Dawn Redwood 
Nyssa sylvatica Sour Gum 
Pinus elliottii Slash Pine 
Pinus taeda Loblolly Pine 
Platanus x acerifolia 'Bloodgood' Bloodgood London Plane Tree 
Platanus occidentalis American Sycamore 
Quercus darlingtonia Darlington Oak 
Quercus macrocarpa Bur Oak (favors moist soil) 
Quercus nigra Water Oak 
Quercus phellos Willow Oak 
Quercus prinus Chestnut Oak 
Quercus velutina Black Oak 
Zelkova serrata (all cultivars)  Japanese Zelkova (all cultivars) 

 
 

COLUMNAR TREES 
 

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Acer platanoides 'Columnare' Columnar Norway Maple 
Acer rubrum 'Columnare' Columnar Red Maple 
Acer saccharum 'Columnare' Columnar Sugar Maple 
Quercus robur 'Fastigiata' Upright English Oak 
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3. SALT-TOLERANT SEASIDE PLANTS: 
 
 TREES AND LARGE SHRUBS 
 

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Quercus virginiana Live Oak 
Persea borbonia Redbay 
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly 
Myrica cerifera Wax Myrtle 
Juniperus virginiana Red Cedar 
Elaegnus pungens & Elaegnus angustifolla Russian Olive 
Baccharis halimifolia Groundsel Bush 

 
 SHRUBS 
 

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Nerium oleander Oleander 
Euonymus japonicus & Euonymus fortunei Euonymus/Winter Creeper 
Pittosporum tobira Japanese Pitttosporum 
Raphiolepis umbellata & Raphiolepis indica Indian Hawthorn 
Rosa rugosa Rugosa Rose 
Juniperus conferta Shore Juniper 
Juniperus chinensis “Torulosa” Hollywood Juniper 

 
 OTHERS 
 

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
Yucca aloifolia & Yucca filamentosa Yucca 
Cortaderia selloana Pampas Grass 

 
NOTE: Plants vary in their salt tolerance. 
 
4. NON ACCEPTABLE TREE SPECIES: 
 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PROBLEM(S) 
Acer negundo  Box Elder weak wood, short lived, insects 
Acer saccharinum Silver Maple weak wood, insects, shallow roots, prolific 

seeding 
Ailanthus altissima Tree of Heaven offensive odor(male), poor landscape qualities 
Albizia julibrissin Mimosa mimosa wilt disease 
Betula papyrifera Paper Birch insects 
Catalpa bignonioides Southern Catalpa messy flowers, seed, pods 
Ginkgo biloba - female Ginkgo (female plant) offensive fruit odor 
Laburnum anagyroides Golden Chain Tree subject to environmental stress 
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Melia azedarach Chinaberry weak wood, seeds, suckers 
Morus spp.  Mulberries messy fruit 
Paulownia tomentosa Empress Tree messy seed pods 
Picea abies  Norway Spruce subject to environmental stress (heat, poor 

drainage) 
Picea pungens  Blue Spruce subject to environmental stress (heat, poor 

drainage) 
Pinus strobus  White Pine decline and insects (poor drainage) 
Pinus sylvestris  Scotch Pine environmental stress (heat, poor drainage, 

insects) 
Populus alba  White or Silver Poplar weak wood, diseases 
Populus deltoides Eastern Cottonwood weak wood, extensive root system, prolific 

seeding 
Populus nigra  Lombardy Poplar extensive root system, short lived, ‘Italica’ 

disease 
Prunus serotina Wild Black Cherry messy fruit, insects 
Salix spp.  Willow* weak wood, extensive root system 
Ulmus americana American Elm Dutch elm disease 
Ulmus pumila  Siberian Elm short lived, insects 
 
*Street Only 
 

5. DIRECT SEASIDE EXPOSURE PLANTS: 
Annuals: 

Flower Plant Bloom 
Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
AGERATUM white or blue  14" All Summer Will tolerate some shade 
 Ageratum Houstonianum    thru Fall 
GAZANIA yellow, gold,  16" All Summer Dry soil - good drainage 
 Gazania rigens white, pink 
GERANIUM white, pink,  18" All Summer Good drainage - keep 
 Pelargonium spp. orange, red   thru Fall deadheaded 
MARIGOLD yellow, orange, 6" to 3' All Summer Shorter varieties for 
 Tagetes spp. red   thru Fall oceanfront 
MOSS ROSE white, yellow, red  6" All Summer Hot, dry location - 
 Portulaca spp. orange, pink     blooms open in sun only 
NASTURTIUM yellow, orange,  1'-2' All Summer Plant seed where they are 
 Tropaeolum majus red    to grow-hot, dry location - do 

not over fertilize 
PETUNIA yellow, white, red,  18" All Summer Cut back occasionally 
 Petunia x hybrida purpose, multi 
PERIWINKLE white, pink  18" All Summer Provide some shade or 
 Catharanthus roseus     keep well watered 
WAX BEGONIA white, pink, red 12"-18" All Summer Sun or shade 
 Semperflorens-    thru Fall 
 Cultorum Hybrids 
 
Perennials: 
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Flower Plant Bloom 
Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
AUTUMN JOY SEDUM rose pink 18" - 24" Late Summer/ Very tough plant 
 Sedum spectabile    Fall Succulent leaves 
 ‘Autumn Joy’ 
BLACK-EYED SUSAN yellow 2' - 3' Summer Improved Black-Eyed 
 Rudbeckia ‘Goldstrum’     Susan 
BUTTERFLY WEED orange 2' - 3' Spring thru Ornamental seed pods 
 Asclepias tuberosa    early Summer  
CANDYTUFT white 9" - 12" Spring Evergreen groundcover 
 Iberis sempervirens 
CHRYSANTHEMUM white, yellow,  1' - 3' Fall Pinch back flower buds in 
 Chrysanthemum sp. gold, orange,    summer 

red, lavender 
COREOPSIS yellow 18" - 24" All Summer Finely textured foliage 
 Coreopsis verticillata 
 ‘Moonbeam’ or ‘Zagreb’ 
DAYLILLY yellow, orange, 2' - 4' Summer Bloom season varies with 
 Hemerocallis spp. red, mauve    variety - sun or shade 
DRAGON’S BLOOM dark red 2" - 6" Spring and Evergreen groundcover 
 Blood Sedum 
 Sedum spurium    Summer 
 ‘Dragon’s Blood’ 
DUSTY MILLER yellow bloom 12" - 18" Summer Silver foliage blooms 
 Senecio cineraria     second year 
FOUNTAIN GRASS bronze 2' - 3' Summer Many other ornamental 
 Pennisetum      grasses are also available 
 alopecuroides     Low maintenance 
GLOBE THISTLE lavender/dark 2' - 4' Summer Unusual plant - good  
 Echinops ritro blue    drainage 
HENS & CHICKS rose 8" - 12" Summer Fleshy leaves - good 
 Sempervivum spp.     drainage evergreen 
LAMB’S EARS purple 12" - 15" Spring White woolly leaves - 
 Stachys byzantina     Remove flowers 
LIRIOPE - LILYTURF lavender/blue 12" - 18" Late Summer Evergreen groundcover - 
 Liriope muscari     Grass-like foliage 
PRICKLY PEAR CACTUS yellow 18" - 36" Early Summer Evergreen 
 Opuntia spp. 
PURPLE CONEFLOWER purple  2' - 3' Summer Do not over fertilize 
 Echinacae purpurea 
RUSSIAN SAGE lavender/  3' - 4' Summer Gray-green foliage, good 
 Perovskia atriplicifolia blue    drainage 
SANTOLINA yellow 12" - 24" Summer Evergreen - Gray-green 
 Santolia chamaecyparissus     foliage 
SEA LAVENDER lavender/ 24" - 30" Summer Airy flower clusters, good 
 Limonium latifolium blue    drainage 
 
6. SUN - PLANTS WITH SOME PROTECTION REQUIRED: 
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Annuals: 
Flower Plant Bloom 

Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
COSMOS yellow, red 2' - 5' Summer Plant seed where they are 
 Cosmos spp. orange, white    to grow 

pink 
DAHLBERG DAISY yellow 6" - 10" Summer thru Fine textured 
 Dyssodia tenuiloba    Fall 
LANTANA wide variety 1' - 2' Summer Rich soil - some varieties 
 Lantana spp.     are trailing 
MORNING GLORY pink, blue climbing Summer thru Provide trellis - do not 
 Ipomea spp.  plant Fall over fertilize 
NICOTIANA white, pink, 12" - 18" Summer Sun or shade 
 Nicotiana alata yellow, red 
SCARLET SAGE white, red, 18" - 24" Summer Deadhead for repeat 
 Salvia splendens purple    bloom 
VERBENA wide variety 10" - 12" Summer Best in foreground 
 Verbena x hybrida 
VICTORIA BLUE SAGE blue 18" - 24" Summer thru Rich soil - flowers in 
 Salvia farinacea     Fall spikes - often winters 
 ‘Victoria Blue’     over 
 
Perennials: 

Flower Plant Bloom 
Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
CANNA LILY yellow, red, 18" - 4' Mid Summer Large leaves exotic effect 
 Canna x generalis orange, pink   thru Fall 
CLEMATIS white, blue climbing varies with Provide trellis for support 
 Clematis sp. lavender, pink plant variety 
CREEPING PHLOX white, pink,  6" - 9" Early Spring Evergreen groundcover 
 Phlox subulata lavender 
EUPHORBIA yellow 12" - 18" Spring Red fall color, prefers 
 Euphorbia epithymoides     afternoon shade 
GERBERA DAISY white, pink, 12" - 18" Summer Prefers afternoon shade - 
 Gerbera jamesonii yellow, orange,   good drainage 

salmon, violet 
HIBISCUS wide variety 2' - 4' Summer ‘Blazing Star’ and ‘Dixie 
 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis     Belle’ are good selections 
HOLLYHOCK wide variety 4' - 6' Summer Old-fashioned flower-  
 Althea rosea     Biennial 
 
NOTE: All plants listed in the “Direct Seaside Exposure” are also appropriate for use in areas with some protection. 
 
 
7. FALL PLANTS: 
Annuals: 

Flower Plant Bloom 
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Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
ANNUAL POPPY wide variety 18" - 36" Late Spring Plant seed directly where 
 Papaver sp.     they are to grow in fall, 

remove plants when they 
fade. 

ORNAMENTAL n/a 10" - 18" Grown for  Remove plants in late 
 CABBAGE & KALE     spring 
 Brassica oleracea 
 Acephala Group 
PANSY/VIOLA wide variety 12" - 18" Fall thru Remove plants at onset of 
 Viola sp.    Spring hot weather 
 
Perennials: 
DAFFODIL/NARCISSUS white, yellow, 12" - 36" Spring Plant bulbs fall 
 Narcissus sp. orange 
 
NOTE: Most perennials can be planted in the fall; however, daffodils must be planted at this time. 
 
8. SHADE - PLANTS WITH SOME PROTECTION REQUIRED: 
Annuals: 

Flower Plant Bloom 
Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
COLEUS blue 12" - 24" Late Summer Grown for colorful foliage 
 Coleus sp.     Keep flowers cut back 
IMPATIENS white, pink, 1' - 3' All Summer Moist soil 
 Impatiens wallerana salmon, red, 

orange 
NICOTIANA white, pink, 12" - 18" Summer Sun or shade 
 Nicotiana alata yellow, red 
WAX BEGONIA white, pink, 12" - 18" All Summer Sun or shade 
 Begonia red   thru Fall 
 Semperflorens 
  Cultorum Hybrids 
Perennials: 

Flower Plant Bloom 
Plant Name  Color  Height Season Special Notes 
BERGENIA pink, red 12" - 18" Early Spring Glossy evergreen 
 Bergenia cordifoila     groundcover 
CLIMBING HYDRANGEA white climbing Summer Will climb brick wall 
 Hydrangea anomala  woody  unaided 
 subsp. petiolaris 
HOSTA white, 12" - 3" Summer Grown for decorative 
 Hosta sp. lavender    board foliage 
VARIEGATED SEDGE inconspicuous 12" - 18" Grown for  Evergreen grass-like 
 Carex morrowii    foliage foliage 
 ‘Aureo-variegata’ 
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Checklist for Landscape Site Plan Review 

 (Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping) 
 
The following is a list of items the inspector verifies during site plan review: 
 

Landscape Plan 
Property Location 

 Title Block 
 scale 
 north arrow  
 date 
 designer (landscape professional) 
 easements         

 Location of utilities in parking area 
 Plant legend including: 

 quantities 
 sizes 
 common and botanical names 

 Existing parking as related to new 
 

Parking Lots 
    � Number of new parking places (not including display areas) 

       � Interior landscape area required and provided  
    � Parking lot canopy trees required and provided 
    � Number of trees credited for retained trees 

 
     Interior Coverage Requirements 

    � Are tree sizes adequate 
    � Are planting area size and distances to curbs adequate 
    � Is all interior space planted 
    � Are shrub sizes adequate 

 
Street Frontage Requirements 
    � Are street frontage trees and evergreen shrubs provided 
    � Is a minimum 10' width provided (5'in resort area) 
    � Is the location correct 
    � Are plant quantities sizes, and spacing adequate 
    � Is there conflict with utility lines 

 
Display Areas 
    � Display area square footage (including drive aisles) 
    � Interior landscape area required and provided 
    � Display area canopy trees required and provided  
    � Number of trees credited for retained trees 

  Interior Coverage Requirements 
    � Are tree sizes adequate 
    � Are planting area size and distances to curbs adequate 
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    � Is all interior space planted 
    � Are shrub sizes adequate 

 
   Street Frontage Requirements 

    � Are street frontage trees and evergreen hedge provided 
    � Is a minimum 10' width provided (5'in resort area) 
    � Is the location correct 
    � Are plant quantities sizes, and spacing adequate 
    � Is there conflict with utility lines 

 
Parking Garages 
    � Four (4) foot wall provided where parking is on first floor  
    � Building overhang in tree area  
    � Tree and shrubs provided (grates where applicable) 
    � Plant quantities, sizes, and spacing adequate            

 
Foundation Landscaping 
    � Linear footage of building facing public right-of-way 
    � Linear footage landscaped space required and provided  
    � Planting area width adequate  
    � Protection from vehicular overhang provided  
    � Tree and shrub quantities and sizes adequate 

 
Dumpsters/Trash Receptacles 
    � Adequate green area provided 
    � Six (6) foot minimum height solid wall provided 
    � Adequate planting provided  

 
Loading Docks 
    � Viewable from public right-of-way  
    � Six (6) foot wall or tall hedge provided 
    � Adequate planting provided with wall 

 
Tree Retention 

 Existing trees to remain 
    � Quantities and sizes confirmed  
    � Minimum undisturbed area provided around trees (check grading) 
    � Tree protection notes provided           
    � Number of trees credited for retained trees    

 
Council Actions Met 
Screening/Buffering Requirements Met    
Surety Required 
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Introduction 

The purpose and intent of the Landscaping, Screening and Buffering Specifications and 

Standards for the City of Virginia Beach is to provide a set of guidelines and standards for 

landscape plants and other landscape elements such as fences, walls, and berms employed to 

minimize negative impacts of proposed uses on neighboring existing uses. 

These specifications and standards have been developed as an information source book 

and ready reference for persons who are tasked with performing work in accordance with those 

city ordinances regulating landscaping, screening and buffering.  Their authority has been 

established by adopted resolutions of the City Council and the ordinances of the City of Virginia 

Beach. 

The contents of this document are divided into three major sections.  The first section 

refers to general provisions of the City Zoning Ordinance, Subdivision Regulations and Site Plan 

Ordinance which address landscaping, screening and buffering.  This section also outlines the 

specifics for landscape plan approval in conjunction with a site development plan. 

The second section identifies eight established categories of landscape screening and the 

composition of plant materials and physical barriers which are recommended for use in 

allowing for a transition from uses of lesser intensity to those of higher intensity. 

The final section identifies specifications and standards required for plants and/or 

physical enclosures employed to satisfy screening and buffering requirements, proper 

construction and installation methods and the required levels of maintenance necessary for 

various landscape elements.  Particular specifications and standards which apply to 

landscaping, erosion control and stormwater drainage measures are also specified. 

Specifications and standards have been produced with the intent of being flexible and 

adaptable as new materials and methods become available.  Accordingly, suggestions and 

comments are solicited from users of this manual.  The Department of Planning will review 

suggestions for possible incorporation in future revisions of the manual.  
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Intent  
Sec. 270.  Purpose and intent.  

 

The purpose of this section is to set forth standards for landscaping and screening materials, and 

the provision for buffer areas between incompatible uses to minimize the harmful impacts of 

noise, dust, odors, artificial light intrusion, and other objectionable impacts created as a result of 

incompatible abutting uses; to promote a harmonious interface between differing land uses, with 

the intent of protecting and preserving the best visual appearance, character and economic value 

of neighboring properties; to set forth guidelines for various categories of landscape screening 

and buffer areas in conjunction with established yard setbacks to soften the transition from one 

use of lesser intensity to that of another of higher intensity; and more importantly, to promote 

efficient land development through effective site planning with attention to landscape screening 

and buffering, in an effort to preserve and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the 

public within the city.    
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Article 1 - General Provisions  
 
GGG Applicable City Ordinances - City Zoning Ordinance 
 
The following table is an index to those City ordinances which address either general or specific 
landscaping, screening and buffering requirements.  The most current approved amendments to 
these ordinances are available for reference in the Department of Planning, Office of the City 
Clerk or the entire City Ordinance is available on the City’s webpage (www.vbgov.com). 
 
 
1) Appendix A - Zoning Ordinance 
 

 
Zoning Classification 

 
A-12  

- A-36 

 
B-1 - 
B-4 

 
H-1 

 
O-1 

 
O-2 

 
R2.5 -
R-40 

 
A-12 - A-36 Apartment Districts 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
C-IV 

 
B-1 Neighborhood District 
B-1A Limited Community Business District 

 
C-I 

 
 

 
C-I 

 
 

 
 

 
C-I 

 
B-2 Community Business District 
B-3 Central Business District 
B-4 Resort Commercial District 

 
C-IV 

 
 

 
C-I 

 
 

 
 

 
C-IV 

 
H-1 Hotel District 

 
C-IV 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
C-IV 

 
O-1 Office District 

 
C-I 

 
 

 
C-I 

 
 

 
 

 
C-I 

 
O-2 Office District 

 
C-IV 

 
 

 
C-I 

 
 

 
 

 
C-IV 

 
I-1 Light Industrial District 

 
C-II 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
C-II 

 
I-2 Heavy Industrial District 

 
C-VII 

 
C-IV 

 
C-IV 

 
C-IV 

 
C-IV 

 
C-VII 

 
 
 

C-I  Category One (I)   C-II  Category Two (II) 
C-III  Category Three (III)   C-IV  Category Four (VI) 
C-V  Category Five (V)   C-VI  Category Six (VI) 
C-VII  Category Seven (VII)   C-VIII  Category Eight (VIII) 
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Categories 

 
Height @ 
Planting 

 
Min. 

Height @ 
Maturity 

 
Min. Width 
Buffer/Area 

 
Intent of Category 

 
C-I 

 
24" - 36" 

 
8'-10' 

 
10' 

 
Low but thick landscaping; used to visually 
separate uses when less intensive office or 
commercial districts abut residential or 
apartment districts. 

 
C-II 

 
5' - 6' 

 
20' 

 
25' 

 
Medium height and density; used to visually 
and physically separate dissimilar uses when 
industrial districts abut residential or apartment 
districts 

 
C-III 

 
5' - 6' 

 
30' 

 
15' 

 
Provide tall, dense landscaping to visually and 
physically separate dissimilar uses 

 
C-IV 

 
5' - 6' 

 
30' 

 
15' 

 
Provides buffer between business which abut 
residential and apartment districts 

 
C-V 

 
n/a 

 
n/a 

 
varies 

 
Fences, walls, or other structural elements that 
visually and physically separate residential uses 
from commercial and industrial uses 

 
C-VI 

 
24" - 36" 

 
8' - 10' 

 
varies 

 
Fencing with thick landscaping that visually 
and physically buffer and screen development 
requiring a use permit in the business and 
industrial districts 

 
C-VII 

 
varies 

 
varies 

 
varies 

 
Berms used between industrial and residential 
districts in conjunction with C-I, C-II, C-IV 

 
C-VIII 

 
varies 

 
varies 

 
varies 

 
Salt spray, sand, temperature, and wind tolerant 
plants most common used in resort and 
residential areas along the Chesapeake Bay and 
Atlantic Avenue 

 
2) Appendix C - Site Plan Ordinance 

Section(s) Subject 
4B.10 Landscape Design and Land Use Buffer Plans 
5(5.5) Transitional Buffers 
5A.1-5A.6 Parking Lot and Foundation Landscaping 

 
3) Appendix B - Subdivision Regulations 

Section Subject 
4.4(e) Double Frontage and Reversed Frontage Residential lot Screening 
4.6 Preservation of Noteworthy Features 
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1.2 Landscape Plan Submission and Approval 
D. Whenever any property is affected by these landscaping, screening and buffering 

specifications and standards, the property owner or developer shall prepare a landscape 
plan for submission in conjunction with a site development plan as specified in Section 
4B.10 and Section 5A of the Site Plan Ordinance. 

 
E. All landscape plans shall include, clearly show, and label by name and dimension, all 

existing and proposed property lines, easements, buildings, and other structures, 
vehicular use areas (including parking stalls, driveways, service areas, square footage, 
etc.) and landscape materials (including height, width or caliper, whichever is more 
appropriate at planting time, and on-center planting dimensions).  All plants are to be 
listed in a “Planting Schedule.”  Plans shall also include a title box with pertinent names 
and addresses i.e. property owner(s), engineer, designer, scale, date, north arrow, etc. 

 
F. Where landscaping is required, no site plan shall be approved until the required 

landscaping plan has been submitted and approved by the Planning Director or his 
designee. 

 
1.3 General Guidelines for All Landscape Screening Categories 
G. Plant areas are encouraged to be innovative in terms of spacing and linear arrangement to 

allow the widest possible variation for visual enhancement while separating uses.  
Plantings should not encroach onto adjacent properties or rights-of-way. 

 
H. Existing vegetation which is suitable for use in compliance with the requirements of 

these categories, when supplemented so as to provide planting and screening in 
accordance with the purpose and intent of these categories, may and should be used as 
required planting. 

 
I. The developer may substitute plants other than those on the recommended list upon the 

approval of the Planning Director or his designee.  Plants well adapted to the region are 
desired and encouraged. 

 
J. The buffer shall be used only for the purpose of providing for required screening or open 

grassed areas, except that driveways or walkways providing site access may be installed 
across buffer areas. 

 
1.4 Existing Screening 

When a lot is to be developed such that screening is required and where that lot abuts an 
existing hedge, wall or other durable landscape barrier on an abutting property, the 
existing structure or hedge may be used to satisfy the screening requirements of these 
specifications and standards, provided that the existing structure meets the minimum 
standards set forth herein and protection against vehicular encroachment is provided.  
However, the burden to provide the necessary screening remains with the use to be 
screened and is a continuing obligation which runs with the land so long as the original 
relationship exists. 
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Article 2 - Description and Specific Requirements 
ofLandscape Screening 
Categories 
 
2.1 Category I - Most commonly used 

when less intensive office or 
commercial districts abut residential 
or apartment districts. 

 
A. Category I shall consist of plants with 

minimum height at planting of two (2) 
to three (3) feet and reaching a height of 
eight (8) to ten (10) feet at maturity.  
The intent of this category is to provide 
dense landscaping to visually and 
physically separate uses. 

 
B. The width of the planting area shall be a minimum of ten (10) feet, unless otherwise 

specified. 
 
C. Recommended plants for ten (10) foot planting area: 

HEIGHT @  
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Aucuba japonica ‘Serratifolia’ Green Aucuba 24"-36" 4' 
Camellia sasanqua Sasanqua Camellia 24"-36" 5' 
Cleyera japonica Japanese Cleyera 24"-36" 5' 
Elaeagnus x ebbingii Russian Olive 24"-36" 5' 
Elaeagnus pungens Russian Olive 24"-36" 5' 
Illicium anisatum Japanese Anisetree 24"-36" 5' 
Loropetalum chinense Fringe Flower 24"-36" 5' 
Nerium oleander Oleander 24"-36" 5' 
Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘Gulftide’ Gulftide Osmanthus 24"-36" 4' 
Platyclaclus orientalis “Aurea Nana’ Oriental Arborvitae 24"-36" 4' 
Prunus laurocerasus Skip Laurel 24"-36" 4' 
Viburnum japonicum Japanese Viburnum 24"-36" 5' 
Myrica cerifera Southern Wax Myrtle 24"-36"     6' 
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly 24"-36"       5' 
Ligustrum japonicum Japanese Ligustrum 24"-36"       4' 
Euonymus patens Euonymus 24"-36"       4' 
Elaeagnus pungens Thorny Elaeagnus 24"-36"       5' 
Pittosporum tobira Pittosporum 24"-36"       4' 
Juniperus Chinensis ‘torulosa’ Hollywood Juniper 24"-36"       5' 
Viburnum rhytidophyllum Leather Leaf Viburnum 24"-36"       5' 
Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘Gulftide’ Gulftide Osmanthus 24"-36"    4' 
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Camellia japonica Japanese Camellia 24"-36" 5' 
D. Recommended plants for five (5) foot planting area in conjunction with a fence or wall: 

HEIGHT @  
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Camellia japonica  Japanese Camellia 24"-36" 5' 
Cephalotaxus harringtonia ‘Fastigiata’ Upright Plum Yew 24"-36" 4' 
Euonymus kiautschovicus Manhattan Euonymus 24"-36" 4' 
llex crenata ‘Fastigiata’ Fastigiate Japanese Holly 24"-36" 3' 
llex crenata ‘Rotundifolia’ Roundleaf Holly 24"-36" 5' 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Spartan’ Spartan Juniper 24"-36" 3' 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Torulosa’ Hollywood Juniper 24"-36" 5' 
Podocarpus macrophyllus var. maki Chinese Podocarpus 24"-36" 4' 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Emerald Green’ Emerald Green Arborvitae 24"-36" 3' 
 
E.  Planting(s) shall be linear with uniform spacing and shall not encroach onto adjacent 

properties or rights-of-way at maturity. 
 
2.2 Category II - Most commonly used when industrial districts abut residential 

districts or apartment districts. 
A.  Category II shall consist of evergreen plants, branching to the ground, with a minimum 

height at installation of five (5) to six (6) feet and reaching a height of twenty (20) feet at 
maturity.  The intent of this category is to provide for medium height and dense 
landscaping to visually and physically separate uses. 

 
B.  The width of the planting area shall be twenty-five (25) feet, unless otherwise specified. 
 
C.  Recommended plants:  

HEIGHT @ 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Cedrus deodara Deodar Cedar 5'-6' 15'  
Cupressocyparis leylandii Leyland Cypress Columnar 5'-6' 10'  
Quercus robur Fastigiata Upright English Oak 5'-6' 10'             
Cunninghamia lanceolata China Fir 5'-6' 15'             
Magnolia grandiflora Southern Magnolia 5'-6' 12' 
Tsuga caroliniana Carolina Hemlock 5'-6' 15' 
Pinus elliottii Slash Pine 5'-6' 15' 
Ilex opaca American Holly 5'-6' 10' 
Cryptomeria japonica Japanese Temple Tree 5'-6' 15' 
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana Falsecypress 5'-6' 10' 
Cedrus atlantica Atlas Cedar 5'-6' 15' 
Juniperus virginiana Eastern Redcedar 5'-6' 10' 
Chamaecyparis thyoides White Cedar 5'-6' 10' 
Prunus caroliniana Carolina Cherrylaurel 5'-6' 15' 
Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata’ Columnar English Oak 5'-6' 10' 
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D. Plant spacing shall not exceed maximum shown in table.  Plant arrangements need not be 
linear. Planting should not encroach onto 
adjacent properties and/or rights-of-way. 

 
 
2.3 Category III - Most commonly used to 

provide tall landscaping to visually and 
physically separate uses. 

 
E. Category III shall consist of plants, 

branching to the ground, with a minimum 
height at installation of five (5) to six (6) feet 
and reaching an ultimate minimum height of 
thirty (30) feet at maturity.  

 
F. The width of the planting area shall be fifteen 

(15) feet, unless otherwise specified. 
 
 
G. Recommended plants:  

HEIGHT @ 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Cedrus deodara Deodar Cedar 5'-6'  15' 
Cupressocyparis leylandii Leyland Cypress 5'-6'  10' 
Quercus robur fastigiata’ Upright English Oak 5'-6'  10' 
Cunninghamia lanceolata China Fir 5'-6'  15' 
 
 
2.4 Category IV  - Most commonly used when business districts abut residential districts 

or apartment districts. 
 
H. Category IV shall consist of evergreen trees branching to the ground or a combination of 

trees and shrubs. The intent of this category is to provide landscaping with sufficient 
density, mass and height to physically and visually separate uses.  Planting is encouraged 
to be innovative in terms of spacing and linear arrangement to allow the widest possible 
variation for visual enhancement while separating uses.  Plantings should not encroach 
onto adjacent properties. 

 
I. The width of the planting area shall be fifteen (15) feet, unless otherwise specified. 
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J. Recommended evergreen trees, branched 

to the ground, reaching thirty (30) feet at 
maturity: 

 
 
TREES 
 

HEIGHT @ 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Cedrus deodara Deodar Cedar 5'-6' 15' 
Cupressocyparis leylandi Leyland Cypress 5'-6' 10' 
Cunninghamia lanceolata China Fir 5'-6' 10' 
Ilex opaca American Holly 5'-6' 6' 
Pinus thunbergi Japanese Black Pine 5'-6' 10'  
Pinus nigra Austrian Pine 5'-6' 10'  
Magnolia grandiflora Southern Magnolia 5'-6' 12'  
Tsuga caroliniana Carolina Hemlock 5'-6' 10'  
Pinus elliottii Slash Pine 5'-6' 10' 
Pinus taeda Slash Pine 6'-8' 15' 
Prunus caroliniana Carolina Cherrylaurel 6'-8' 10' 
Ilex opaca American Holly 5'-6'  6' 
Cyptomeria japonica Japanese Temple Tree 5'-6' 10'  
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana Falsecypress 5'-6' 10'  
Cedrus atlantica Atlas Cedar 5'-6' 15' 
Juniperus virginiana Eastern Redcedar 5'-6' 10' 
 
OR 
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Recommended tree/shrub combination: 
 
 
 
 
 
SHRUBS 
   
  HEIGHT @   
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Aucuba japonica ‘Serratifolia’ Green Aucuba 24"-36" 4' 
Camellia sasanqua Sasanqua Camellia 24"-36" 5' 
Elaeagnus x ebbingii Russian Olive 24"-36" 5' 
Illicium anisatum Japanese Anisetree 24"-36" 5' 
Loropetalum chinense Fringe Flower 24"-36" 4' 
Nerium oleander Oleander 24"-36" 4' 
Platycladus orientalis ‘Aurea Nana’ Oriental Arborvitae 24"-36" 4' 
Prunus laurocerasus Skip Laurel 24"-36" 4' 
Rhododendron sp. Indica Azaleas 24"-36" 4' 
Myrica cerifera Southern Wax Myrtle 24"-36" 4' 
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly 24"-36" 4' 
Ligustrum japonicum Japanese Ligustrum 24"-36" 4' 
Euonymus patens Euonymus 24"-36" 4' 
Elaeagnus pungens Thorny Elaeagnus 24"-36" 5' 
Cleyera japonica Japanese Cleyera 24"-36" 4' 
Pittosporum tobira Pittosporum 24"-36" 4' 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Torulosa’ Hollywood Juniper 24"-36" 3' 
Viburnun rhytidophyllum  Leatherleaf Viburnum 24"-36" 4' 
Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘Gulftide’ Gulftide Osmanthus 24"-36" 4' 
Camellia japonica Japanese Camellia 24"-36" 4' 
 
TREES (to be combined with shrubs listed above) 
 

HEIGHT @  
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Chioanthus virginicus White Fringe Tree  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
Crataegus phaenopyrum Washington Hawthorn  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
Koellreuteria paniculata Golden Rain Tree  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
Lagerstroemia indica Crape Myrtle  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
Malus floribunda Japanese Flowering Crab  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
Prunus serrulata ‘Kwanzan’ Kwanzan Cherry  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata’ Pyramidal English Oak  5' - 6'  10'-15' 
2.5 Category V - Most commonly used to buffer residential uses from commercial and 

industrial uses. 
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A.  Category V shall consist of the employment of fences, decorative walls or other physical 

or structural enclosures to visually and physically separate uses.  The enclosure elements 
for this category shall be installed with the finish face of the enclosure element and buffer 
area located facing the lesser intensity use. 

 
B. Maximum height at any point for structural enclosures located along property lines shall 

be eight (8) feet, except where lesser heights are specified in the City Zoning Ordinance, 
or as conditions attached to City Council action. 

 
C. Maximum height in any required front yard for structural enclosures shall be four (4) feet. 
 
D. Fences, decorative walls or other physical or structural enclosures which are suitable for 

use in compliance with the requirements of this category shall be designed and 
constructed in accordance with the standards referenced in 3.3, REQUIRED 
SCREENING. 

E. Buffering shall consist of reserved open areas of specified widths established along 
property lines between separate uses.  Buffer areas may be used only for the purpose of 
providing for required screening or open grassed areas, except that driveways or 
walkways providing site access may be installed across buffer areas. 

 
2.6 Category VI - Most commonly used to buffer and screen development requiring a 

use permit in the business and industrial districts. 
 
A.  Category VI shall consist of the 

employment of fences, decorative walls or 
other physical or structural enclosures in 
conjunction with Category I plant material 
to visually and physically separate uses.  
The enclosure elements for this category 
shall be installed with the finished face of 
the enclosure element and buffer area with 
plant materials located facing the lesser 
intensity use.  In those instances where the 
property abuts a public right-of-way, the 
enclosure elements for this category shall 
be installed with the finished face of the 
enclosure element and buffer area with 
plant materials located facing the public 
right-of-way. 

B. Maximum height at any point for structural 
enclosures located along property lines shall be eight (8) feet, except where lesser heights 
are specified in the City Zoning Ordinance, or as conditions attached to City Council 
action. 
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C. Maximum height in any required front yard for structural enclosures shall be four (4) feet. 
 
D. The width of the planting area shall be six (6) feet, unless otherwise specified. 
 
E. Recommended plants reaching a minimum of eight (8) to ten (10) feet at maturity for a six 

(6) foot planting area: 
 

HEIGHT @ 
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Myrica cerifera Southern Wax Myrtle 24"-36"  4' 
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly 24"-36"  4' 
Ligustrum japonicum Ligustrum 24"-36"  4' 
Euonymus patens Euonymus 24"-36"  4' 
Elaeagnus pungens Thorny Elaeagnus 24"-36"  5' 
Cleyera japonica Cleyera 24"-36"  4' 
Pittosporum tobira Pittosporum 24"-36"  4' 
Juniperus torulosa Hollywood Juniper 24"-36"  3' 
Viburnum rhytidophyllum Leather Leaf Viburnum  24"’36"  4' 
Osmanthus ilicifolius Gulftide Osmanthus 24"’36"  4' 
Camellia japonica Common Camellia 24"’36"  4' 
 
F. Recommended plants for five (5) foot planting area: 

HEIGHT @  
BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME PLANTING SPACING 
Camellia japonica - pink flowering Japanese Camellia 24"-36" 5' 
Cephalotaxus harringtonia ‘Fastigiata’ Upright Plum Yew 24"-36" 4' 
Euonymus kiautschovicus Manhattan Euonymus 24"-36" 4' 
llex crenata ‘Fastigiata’ Fastigiate Japanese Holly 24"-36" 3' 
llex crenata ‘Rotundifolia’ Roundleaf Holly 24"-36" 5' 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Spartan’ Spartan Juniper 24"-36" 3' 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Torulosa’ Hollywood Juniper 24"-36" 5' 
Podocarpus macrophyllus var.maki Chinese Podocarpus 24"-36" 4' 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Emerald Green’ Emerald Green Arborvitae 24"-36" 3' 
 
G. Fences, decorative walls or other physical or structural enclosures which are suitable for 

use in compliance with the requirements of this category shall be designed and 
constructed in accordance with the standards referenced in 3.3, REQUIRED 
SCREENING. 

 
 
2.7 Category VII - Most commonly used between industrial and residential districts. 
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A. Category VII shall consist of the employment of earthen berms either in conjunction with 

or without Category I, II, or IV plant material to serve as a physical screen or buffer 
between uses. 

 
B. Berms shall be designed and constructed so as to be an undulating, non-continuous 

landform varying in height from four (4) feet maximum to three (3) feet minimum, except 
where lesser heights are specified as conditions attached to City Council actions, with the 
length of components to be scaled in proportion to the dimensions of the affected lot 
line(s). 

 

 
 
 
 
C. Berms shall typically be designed and constructed in such a manner that the maximum 

allowable slope shall not exceed three (3) feet of rise to one (1) foot of run.  However, the 
Planning Director or his designee may increase the maximum allowable slope of two (2) 
feet of rise to one (1) foot of run in those situations where alternative forms of 
landscaping and maintenance render such an increase in slope appropriate. 

 
D. No fence, decorative wall or other physical or structural enclosure shall be constructed on 

a berm. 
 
E. Berms shall be designed and constructed with a top width sufficient to allow for 

installation and maintenance of landscaping, grass and/or 
ground cover which will 
preclude erosion of the 
berm(s). 

 
2.8 Category VIII - Most 

commonly used in resort 
and residential areas 
along the Chesapeake 
Bay and Atlantic 
Avenue. 

 
A. C
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Category VIII shall consist of a broad variety of plant material specifically adapted to 
thrive within close proximity to salt spray, sand, temperature and wind conditions found 
in areas of Virginia Beach  
located on the Chesapeake Bay or Atlantic Ocean shoreline.  The intent of this category is 
to provide for low but thick landscaping to visually and physically separate uses, with 
special sensitivity given to the harsher environment found in Resort Area Districts and the 
Shore Drive Corridor overlay coastal areas of the city.  The effect of this category at 
maturity will be to form a low evergreen hedge. 

 
B. Recommended plant material shall satisfy the criteria of the underlying landscape 

screening category.  Plant materials specifically suited to the area are listed and described 
in Seacoast Plants of the Carolinas, Building and Stabilizing Coastal Dunes with 
Vegetation and Plants for Coastal Dunes of the Gulf and South Atlantic Coasts and Puerto 
Rico.  These booklets are available for reference in the Department of Planning. 

 
C. Recommended shrubs for seaside areas: 

  RESISTANCE TO 
HEIGHT @ SALT & WIND 

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME MATURITY BURN* SPACING 
Cleyera japonica Cleyera  6' - 8' 3  4' 
Elaegnus pungens Thorny Elaeagnus  6' - 10' 1  5' 
Euonymus japonicus Evergreen Euonymus  7' - 13' 1  4' 
Fatshedera x lizei Tree Ivy  5' - 7' 4  3' 
Fatsia japonica Japanese Fatsia  5' - 15' 4  4' 
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly  10'-24' 3  4' 
Juniperus chinensis Pfitzer Juniper  3' - 4' 4  3' 
  var. pfitzeriana 
Juniperus conferta Shore Juniper  1' 3  3' 
Ligustrum japonicum Ligustrum  4' - 16' 3  4' 
Myrica cerifera Southern Wax Myrtle  6' - 30'+ 3  4' 
Nerium oleander Oleander  6' - 15' 2  4' 
Osmanthus americanus Devilwood Osmanthus  8' - 20'+ 2  4' 
Pittosporum tobira Pittosporum  6' - 10'+ 1  4' 
Podacorpus Shrubby Yew Podocarpus  6' - 20'+ 3  4' 
  macrophyllus var. maki  
Raphiolepis umbellata Yeddo Raphiolepis  4' - 8' 1  4' 
Rosa banksiae Banks Rose  1' - 4' 3  4' 
Rosa rugosa Rugosa Rose  4' - 6'  2  4' 
Rosa wichuraiana Memorial Rose  1' - 2' 3  4' 
Ruscus aculeatus Butchersbroom  2' - 4' 1  3' 
Yucca aloifolia Spanish Dagger  6' - 12' 1  2' 
Yucca filamentosa Adamsneedle, Beargrass  2' 1  2' 
Yucca gloriosa Moundlily Yucca  6' -15' 1  2' 
 
* number indicate range: 1 = excellent to 4 = mediocre 
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ARTICLE 3 - GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS 
 
3.1 LANDSCAPING CRITERIA 
 
Landscaping criteria shall conform to that provided in the most recent edition of the Virginia 
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Handbook, Third Edition 1992 prepared by the Virginia 
Department of Conservation and Recreation, Division of Soil and Water Conservation, and 
available for reference in the Department of Planning.  The following sections of the handbook 
are hereby incorporated by reference to this manual: 
 
Section/Subject   Page   
Site Preparation for Vegetative Establishment 
3.29 Surface Roughening.....................................................................................................III-273 
3.30 Topsoiling ....................................................................................................................III-279 
 
Grass Establishment 
3.31 Temporary Seeding......................................................................................................III-284 
3.32 Permanent Seeding.......................................................................................................III-289 
3.33 Sodding ........................................................................................................................III-332 
3.34 Bermuda grass and Zoysia grass Establishment ..........................................................III-343 
 
Mulches 
3.35 Mulching......................................................................................................................III-349 
3.36  Soil Stabilization Blankets and Matting ......................................................................III-356 
 
Other Vegetative Controls 
3.37  Trees, Shrubs, Vines and Ground Covers....................................................................III-369 
3.38 Tree Preservation and Protection.................................................................................III-393 
 
3.2 PLANTS, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 
 
H. Plants 
All plants shall be living plants (artificial plants are prohibited) and shall meet the following 
requirements: 
 
9. Quality 

Plants used in conformance with the provision of these standards shall conform to the 
standards of most recent edition of the American Standard of Nursery Stock, published by 
the American Association of Nurserymen and available for reference in the Department of 
Planning. 
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10. Trees 
Deciduous trees shall be of a species having an average minimum mature crown spread of 
greater than fifteen (15) feet.  A minimum caliper measurement of at least two and one-
half (2½) inches at the time of planting is required. 

 
Evergreen trees shall have a minimum caliper measurement of one and three-fourths (1¾) 
inches at time of planting. 

 
Caliper shall be the diameter measurement of the trunk of trees, taken six (6) inches above 
ground level up to and including four (4) inch caliper size, and twelve (12) inches above 
ground level for caliper size in excess of four (4) inches. 

 
All trees shall be balled and burlapped or container grown. 

 
3.  Shrubs  

Shrubs shall be at least twenty-four (24) inches in height at time of planting. 
 
4.  Hedge Forms 

Plant materials for hedge forms shall be at least twenty-four (24) inches in height at time 
of planting. 

 
5.  Vines 

Vines shall be at least six (6) inches in length at time of planting and are generally used in 
conjunction with walls or fences. 

 
6.  Grass or Ground Cover 

Grass of a perennial nature shall be planted in species normally grown as permanent lawns 
in Virginia Beach and may be sodded, plugged, sprigged, or seeded in accordance with the 
standards referenced in 3.1., LANDSCAPING CRITERIA.  Grass sod shall be clean and 
free of weeds and noxious pest or diseases.  Ground covers shall be planted in such a 
manner as to present a finished appearance and seventy-five (75) percent of complete 
coverage after two complete growing seasons, with a maximum of fifteen (15) inches on 
center.  In certain cases, ground cover may also consist of rocks, pebbles, sand and similar 
materials, if approved by the Planning Director or his designee. 

 
B.  Installation 
All landscaping shall be installed in a sound, workmanship-like manner and according to 
accepted, good planting practices and procedures with the quality of plant materials as hereinafter 
described.  Plant material requiring support for proper growth shall be installed as directed by the 
following specifications. 
 
1.  Setting Plants 

Unless otherwise specified, all plants should be planted in pits, centered and set on six (6) 
inches of compacted topsoil to such a depth that the finished grade level at the plant after 
settlement will be the same as that at which the plant was grown.  They should be planted 
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upright and faced to give the best appearance or relationship to adjacent plants.  Wire and 
surplus binding from top and sides of the balls should be removed.  Roots of bare root 
plants only shall be spread in their normal position.  All broken or frayed roots should be 
cut off cleanly.  Topsoil should be placed and compacted carefully to avoid injury to 
roots and to fill all voids. When the hole is nearly filled, add water as necessary and 
allow it to soak away.  Fill the hole to finished grade and form a shallow saucer around 
each plant by placing a ridge of topsoil around the edge of each pit.  After the ground 
settles, additional topsoil should be filled into the level of the finished grade. 

 
2.  Staking and Guying 
 

Materials 
Stakes - Stakes for supporting trees should be two and one-half (2½) inches square or 
round, by eight (8) feet solid wood, creosoted one-half their length or painted rib-back 
posts. 

 
• Wire - Wire for guys or fastening trees to stakes should be No. 12 gauge, pliable, 

galvanized steel. 
 

• Hose - Hose to encase guys or wires, used for fastening trees to stakes should be two-
ply reinforced rubber garden hose. 

 
Staking 
Stakes should be equally spaced about each tree and the end (treated with wood 
preservative) shall be driven vertically into the ground to a depth of two and one-half 
(2½) to three (3) feet in such a manner as not to injure the ball or roots.  Trees should be 
fastened to each stake at a height of about five (5) feet by means of two (2) strands of 
wire. 

 
3.  Ground Cover Beds 

Ground cover should be planted in beds having a minimum depth of six (6) inches of 
topsoil above the subsoil.  The topsoil used should be thoroughly mixed with one-third 
peatmoss and lightly compacted.  Plants should be evenly spaced and set to finished 
grade level after settlement. 

 
4.  Mulching 

All plants should be mulched within 2 days after planting.  The approved mulching 
materials can either be organic or inorganic. 

 
C. Maintenance 
The owner of the property shall be responsible for the continued proper maintenance of all 
landscaping materials, and shall keep them in a proper, neat, and orderly appearance, free from 
refuse and debris at all times.  All unhealthy, fifty (50) percent or more dead or completely dead, 
plants shall be replaced within one (1) year or by the next planting period, whichever comes first. 
 All landscaped areas should be provided with a readily available water supply.  Maintenance 
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should include weeding, cultivation, mulching, tightening and repairing of guys and stakes, 
resetting plants to proper grades or upright position, restoration of the planting saucer, fertilizing, 
pruning, and other necessary operations.  Maintenance should begin immediately following the 
last operation of installation for each portion of lawn for each plant.  Disturbed soil between trees 
and shrubs must be mulched or planted with permanent vegetation to prevent erosion.  The 
standards referenced in 3.1 LANDSCAPING CRITERIA, may be utilized to select an acceptable 
method for stabilizing these areas. 
 
3.3 REQUIRED SCREENING 
 
Required screening shall consist of plants or earthen berms as detailed in Article 2, 
DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS OF LANDSCAPE SCREENING 
CATEGORIES, or shall consist of fences, decorative walls or other physical or structural 
enclosures, and shall meet the following requirements: 
 
D. Fences 
1.  Fencing shall consist of #1 Western Red Cedar or #1-SYP-0.40-CCA treated timber or 

alternative materials approved for general use by the Planning Director or his designee.  
Corrugated metal fences and chain link fences will not satisfy any of the screening 
requirements as detailed in Article 2, DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFIC 
REQUIREMENTS OF LANDSCAPE SCREENING CATEGORIES.  Fence members 
shall at least meet the following minimum standards or equivalent standards approved by 
the Planning Director or his designee: 

 
fence 4-foot high fence 6-foot high fence 8-foot high fence 

3½” x 3½" x 6'; 3½” x 3½" x 8'; 3½” x 3½" x 10'; 
posts 8-foot on center 8-foot on center 8-foot on center 

set in tamped  set in tamped set in tamped 
small stone small stone small stone 
1½” x 3½” x 8'; 1½” x 3½” x 8' 1½” x 3½” x 8' 

back 2 back rails 3 back rails 4 back rails 
rails (top & bottom) (equally spaced) (equally spaced) 
slats ½” x 1½" min. ½" x 1½" min. ½" x 3½" min. 

 
2.  Nails, screws and other hardware shall be aluminum or hot dipped galvanized. 
 
3.  Fence design shall be encouraged to be innovative to allow variation for visual 

enhancement. 
 
4.  The owner of the property shall be responsible for the continued proper maintenance of all 

fences, and shall keep them in a proper, neat, and orderly appearance, free from structural 
deterioration and disrepair at all times.  Maintenance should include repair or replacement 
of fence members as necessary due to vandalism or decay, resetting of posts to upright 
positions, replacement of back rails due to sag and other necessary operations. 
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Examples of fences include, but are not limited to, the following: 
 
Walls 
 
1.  Walls shall consist of natural stone or brick masonry.  Solid brick is defined as a small 

building unit, solid or cored not in excess of twenty-five (25) percent, commonly in the 
form of a rectangular prism, formed from clay or shale and hardened by heat in a furnace 
or kiln.  Hollow brick is defined in the same manner, except that it is cored in excess of 
twenty-five (25) percent but not more than forty (40) percent.  Brick masonry used in 
walls shall meet or exceed the grade SW requirements as described in the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Specification for Brick Masonry 
Materials C216, C62, or C652.  The use 
of salvaged brick in walls shall be 
prohibited. 

 
2.  Mortar used in conjunction with natural 

stone or brick masonry walls shall meet 
the minimum requirements for masonry 
structures in the BOCA Code.  All walls 
shall be designed and constructed with a 
poured in place concrete footing which 
extends below the frost line in order to 
ensure adequate load bearing support.  
Walls which exceed six (6) feet in 
height shall be constructed in 
accordance with reinforced masonry 
standards as described in the ASTM 
Standard Specifications for Brick Masonry Materials. 

 
3.  Concrete block walls will not satisfy any of the screening requirements as detailed in 

Article 2, DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFIC 
REQUIREMENTS OF LANDSCAPE 
SCREENING CATEGORIES; however, 

concrete block walls faced on both sides with natural 
stone or brick masonry may be used. 
 
4.  Bond patterns of natural stone or brick masonry 
shall be encouraged to be innovative to allow variation 
for visual enhancement. 
 
 
5.  The owner of the property shall be responsible 
for the continued maintenance of all walls and shall 
keep them in a proper, neat and orderly appearance, free 
from structural deterioration and disrepair at all times.  
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Maintenance should include repair or replacement of loose bricks, stone or mortar due to 
vandalism or deterioration as necessary, and other required operations. 
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Examples of walls include, but are not limited to, the following: 
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3.4 VISIBILITY TRIANGLE REQUIREMENT  
 
As specified in the City Zoning Ordinance, visibility triangles, within which nothing shall be 
erected, placed, parked, planted or allowed to grow in such a manner as to impede vision between 
a height of two and one-half (2½) and eight (8) feet above the center lines of intersecting traffic 
ways, shall be provided as follows: 
 

1. Street Intersections 
 

A visibility triangle shall be required at all street intersections including at least the area 
within the first two (2) feet along the intersecting rights-of-way (projected if rounded) and 
a line connecting the ends of such twenty (20) foot line.  Where the sidewalks have been 
provided within the right-of-way line, vision clearance measurements shall be taken from 
the curb line rather than the right-of-way line. 

 
2. Intersections of Driveways with Streets 

 
No wall, fence or other structure shall exceed a height of thirty (30) inches above the 
finished elevation of a driveway within a visibility triangle created by measuring ten (10) 
feet from the intersection of a driveway boundary and property lines away from the 
driveway with the end of the two (2) ten (10) foot lines connected in a straight line to form 
the visibility triangle.  The thirty (30) inch height for any portion within the triangle shall 
be computed from the elevation of the driveway which is perpendicular to that portion of 
wall or structure within the triangle. 

 
3.  Site Distance Triangle 

 
Site distance requirements as specified under Department of Public Works Specifications 
and Standards 3.13 SIGHT DISTANCE may apply.  (See pages 14 and 15 of the Details 
and Protection Section) 

 
3.5 EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL CRITERIA 
 
The Erosion and Sedimentation Control Criteria for all landscaping, screening and buffering shall 
conform to that provided in the most recent edition of the Virginia Erosion and Sedimentation 
Control Handbook, prepared by the Virginia Department of Soil and Water Conservation, and 
available for reference in the Department of Planning. 
 
3.6 STORMWATER DRAINAGE DESIGN CRITERIA 
 
Stormwater drainage design criteria shall conform to that provided in the Stormwater 
Management Ordinance and that provided in the most recent edition of the Department of Public 
Works Specifications and Standards, prepared by the Virginia Beach Department of Public Works 
and available for reference in the Department of Planning. 
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Introduction 
 
The City Council of Virginia Beach has determined that the planting and preservation of trees within 

Virginia Beach is not only desirable but essential to the present and future health, safety, and welfare of 

all of its citizens. Therefore, the City Council adopted Appendix E - Tree Planting, Preservation and 

Replacement for residential lots and along residential streets in new subdivisions on June 11, 1990. 

 

The purpose of this Users Guide is to provide specific as well as general information concerning the 

ordinance.  This guide was designed to answer frequently asked questions concerning the ordinance, and 

not to be used as a substitute for the ordinance or the specifications and standards located in the appendix. 

 Should there be any questions, contact the Planning Department at (757) 427-4621. 
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Intent 
 
It is the intent of the City of Virginia Beach to require the planting of trees on residential lots and along 
residential streets.  It is further intended to perpetuate tree growth through these provisions, to encourage 
tree preservation and provide adequate tree canopy and numbers, in the best interests of the health, safety, 
and welfare of present and future citizens.  (See the Virginia Beach City Code - Appendix E - Tree 
Planting, Preservation and Replacement.) 

 
Residential Lots 
 
What are the landscaping requirements for residential lots? 

All residential lots shall have trees planted, or canopy cover provided, based upon the lot 
size.  Each lot shall have the square footage listed on the construction and/or site plan. 

 
How is canopy value determined? 

· When trees are to be planted, the canopy value is listed adjacent to the tree types 
in the recommended list of residential trees located in the tree lists. 

 
· When trees are to be relocated or retained, the actual square footage of canopy 

cover will be measured by Planning Department staff at the time of inspection. 
 
What size and type trees are required? 

The size of trees is determined by the category selected from the specifications and 
standards. 
 
· Small trees shall be a minimum of five (5) to six (6) feet in height at the time of 

planting.  
 

· Medium and Large trees shall be a minimum of one and one-half (1½) to two (2) 
inch caliper at the time of planting.   

 
NOTE:  A list of recommended and non acceptable trees is provided in the specifications and 
standards in the tree lists. 
 
May existing trees or relocated trees be used to satisfy this ordinance? 

Existing or relocated trees on individual lots may be used provided: 
 

· the trees meet or exceed the quantities required for townhouses/duplexes; 

· the trees meet or exceed the canopy cover required for residential lots; or 

· the trees are healthy and in good condition and have been protected with 
acceptable tree retention practices. 

What tree retention practices must be followed to receive credit for retained trees? 
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Protective barriers must be placed around each tree before any construction activity 
begins.  All construction activities shall be prohibited within this minimum undisturbed 
area. 

 
NOTE:  See ordinance and illustration of protection barriers in appendix for specific 
requirements. 

What if trees have canopy extending over adjoining lots? 

 
· Trees that have canopy extending over adjoining lots will receive credit for only 

that portion of canopy covering the individual lot. 
 

· Canopy cover for street trees shall be credited toward residential lots in the amount 
of area on the individual lot measured from the right-of-way line. 

 
· This credit will be considered only if the outline of the tree canopy, square footage 

of the tree canopy and type of tree are shown on the site plan when presented to 
obtain a building permit. 

 
What are the bonding and inspection requirements for the trees on residential lots? 
 

No surety will be required for trees planted on residential lots.  Each lot shall be inspected 
and approved prior to the issuance of the certificate of occupancy or final inspection 
approval.  All new trees must be identified with species identification tags and must 
remain tagged until after the inspection is complete.  The inspection will be performed by 
the Planning Department staff.  Where additional residential lot trees are required, no 
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certificate of occupancy or final inspection approval shall be issued until the required trees 
have been planted.  When the occupancy of a structure is desired prior to the completion 
of the residential lot tree planting requirement, a temporary certificate of occupancy may 
be issued if the owner or developer provides to the Permits and Inspections Division of the 
Department of Planning a disclosure statement accepting responsibility for the installation 
of the required trees. 

 
If I need assistance, who can I call? 
 

Planning Department/Development Services Center (757) 427-8277 
Planning Department/Permits and Inspections (757) 427-4211 
City Arborist/Landscape Services  (757) 427-4461 
Virginia Cooperative Extension  (757) 427-4769 

 
Street Tree Planting 
 
What are the street tree requirements for new subdivisions? 
 

· Trees shall be planted within all public rights-of-way in new residential 
developments. 

 
· Trees shall be planted in accordance with a master street tree plan that is to be 

included with the subdivision construction plans.  
 

Trees 
 
What size and type trees are required? 
 

· All street trees shall be a minimum of one and three-fourths (1¾) to two (2) inch 
caliper at time of planting for standard trees and five (5) to six (6) feet in height 
for multi-stemmed trees at time of planting. 

 
· Trees shall be small or medium size when distance between the sidewalk and curb 

is four (4) feet.   
· Trees shall be medium or large size when the distance between the sidewalk and 

curb is greater than four (4) feet or if a sidewalk is not required. 
 
NOTE:  A list  of recommended and unacceptable trees is provided in the specifications and 
standards in the Tree Lists. 
 
 
What is the maximum spacing for street trees? 
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Size of Tree 
 
Maximum 

Spacing 
 
Small 

 
20 feet 

 
Medium 

 
30 feet 

 
Large 

 
50 feet 

 
How long is the developer responsible for the trees? 
 

Trees shall be guaranteed to be in good physical condition for a period of one (1) year by 
the developer.  The one (1) year period shall commence from the time of final inspection 
conducted by the City Arborist or his designee. 

 
 
Master Street Tree Plan 
 
What is a Master Street Tree Plan? 
 

A landscape plan drawn to the same scale as the subdivision plan showing the location 
and spacing of all trees to be planted. 

 
What is to be included in the Master Street Tree plan? 
 

· Botanical names, common names, sizes and quantities of trees. 
· Planting details. 
· The location of all curb lines, sidewalks and major utilities. 

 
What if utilities conflict with the placement of trees? 
 

· Utilities conflicting with placement of trees shall require an adjustment of tree 
spacing.  When adjustment is necessary, spacing shall not exceed the maximum 
allowable spacing. 

· No trees shall be placed within ten (10) feet of a street light pole.   
 

What is the minimum green space required for tree planting? 
 

Generally, a minimum of four (4) feet of green space on either side of sidewalk shall be 
required. 
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Can trees on residential lots be used to meet the street tree requirements? 
 

Trees on residential lots shall not be used to meet the street tree planting requirements, 
except when a lot or group of lots are heavily wooded and the planting of street trees 
would physically conflict with the canopy of the residential trees.   The City Arborist or 
his designee shall determine if such a conflict exists. 

 
What are the bonding requirements on the street tree plantings? 
 

A bond/surety for the trees and installation shall be required to cover the guarantee period. 
 
Are there any exceptions to the street tree planting requirements? 
 

· The requirements shall not apply to resubdivisions or to unimproved rights-of-
way.  

· The street tree planting requirements shall not apply to townhouse developments 
where the street design does not provide adequate green space for street trees. 

· The street tree requirement may be deleted in areas where a lot or group of lots are 
heavily wooded and the planting of street trees would physically conflict with the 
canopy of residential trees.  The City Arborist or his designee shall determine if 
such a conflict exists.  

 

Procedures 
 
Compatibility with Best Management Practices (BMPS) 
 

In no case shall a subdivision be approved wherein the design calls for the planting of trees over 
any underground water retention areas. 

 
Violations and Penalties  
 

Any person who violates any of the provisions of the ordinance shall, upon conviction thereof, be 
guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less than ten dollars ($10.00) nor more than 
one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).  Each day that a violation continues shall be considered a 
separate offense. 

 
Variances and Appeals 
  

A. The City Manager or his designee is authorized, upon appeal in specific cases, to grant a 
variance from the terms of the ordinance [see appendix] as will not be contrary to the 
public interest, when owing to special conditions, a literal enforcement of the provisions 
will result in unnecessary hardship, provided that the spirit of the ordinance [appendix] 
shall be observed and substantial justice done, as follows: 

 
1.  Strict application of the terms of the ordinance [see appendix] will effectively 
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prohibit or unreasonably restrict the use of the property. 
2.  Granting of such variance will alleviate a clearly demonstrable hardship 

approaching confiscation as distinguished from a special privilege. 
 

In authorizing a variance, the city manager or his designee may impose such conditions as 
may be necessary in the public interest. 

 
B.  It is further provided that any decision of the city manager or his designee may be 

modified, reversed or affirmed by the city council upon appeal by an aggrieved party to 
such decision, if such appeal is filed within thirty (30) days of such decision. 

 
C.  Final decision under this ordinance [see appendix] shall be subject to review by the 

appropriate court of record, if filed within thirty (30) days from the date of council action. 
 

D.  Notwithstanding anything in this section to the contrary, variances and appeals arising 
from provisions of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Ordinance [Appendix F] 
included or incorporated in this ordinance [see appendix] shall be in accordance with 
Section 113 or Section 114 of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Ordinance as the 
case may be. 
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Residential Landscaping Specifications and Standards 
 
Trees required by Appendix E Tree Planting, Preservation and Replacement of the Virginia Beach City 
Code shall be provided in conformance with the following criteria: 
 
Quality 
All trees used in conformance with the provisions of this ordinance shall conform to the most recent 
addition of the American Standard for Nursery Stock published by the American Association of 
Nurserymen. 
 
All trees shall be balled and burlapped or container grown. 
 
Installation 
All trees shall be installed in a sound, workmanship-like manner and according to accepted, good planting 
practices and procedures as follows: 
 

Setting Trees 
1. All trees should be planted in pits, centered and set on six (6) inches of compacted 

topsoil to such a depth that the finished grade level of the plant after settling will 
be the same as that when the tree was grown. 

2. Trees shall be planted upright and faced to give the best appearance in relationship 
to streets or residences. 

3. Wire and surplus binding from top and sides of balls should be removed. Remove 
container from container grown trees. 

4. Topsoil should be placed and compacted carefully to avoid injury to roots and to 
fill all voids.  When the hole is nearly filled, add water as necessary and allow it to 
soak away. 

5. Fill the hole to finished grade and form a shallow saucer around each plant by 
placing a ridge of topsoil around the edge of each pit.  After the ground settles, 
additional topsoil should be filled to the level of the finished grade. 

 
Staking, Guying and Wrapping 

1. Stakes for supporting trees should be two and one-half (2½) inches square or round, by 
eight (8) feet long, pressure treated wood or painted rib-back posts. 
1. Steel anchors may also be utilized in guying trees and shall be installed according 

to accepted standards. 
2. Stakes should be equally spaced about each tree and shall be driven vertically into 

the ground to a depth of two and one-half (2½) to three (3) feet in such a manner 
as not to injure the ball or roots (preferably outside the root ball). 

3. Trees should be fastened to each stake at a height of about five (5) feet by means 
of two (2) strands of wire for street trees or nylon or plastic for residential street 
trees.  Wire for guys or fastening trees to stakes should be No. 12 gauge, pliable, 
galvanized steel.  Hose to encase guys or wires, used for fastening trees to stakes, 
should be two-ply reinforced rubber garden hose. 

4. If trees are to be wrapped, tree trunks should be wrapped with photodegradable or 
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biodegradable white fabric wrap.  Wrap from the ground to the height of the first 
strong complement of branches. 

 
 
 

Tree Lists 
 
A. Recommended List of Residential Trees (Revised 2/2009) 
 

SMALL TREES 
Canopy Cover 100 Square Feet 

Botanical Name Common Name Comments 
Acer palmatum Japanese Maple, many cultivars  
Acer griseum Paperbark Maple  
Aesculus pavia Red Buckeye Large fruit 
Amelanchier canadensis Serviceberry Berries 
Asimina triloba Pawpaw Large fruit, native 
Cercis canadensis Redbud Native 
Chionanthus virginicus White Fringe Tree Native 
Cornus kousa Kousa Dogwood  
Cornus mas Cornelian Cherry  
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon holly Native, berries, evergreen 
Koelreuteria paniculata Goldenrain Tree  
Lagerstroemia spp. 
 

Crape Myrtle (all species and 
cultivars except Dwarf and Semi-
Dwarf) 

 

Magnolia grandiflora ‘Little 
Gem’ 

‘Little Gem’ Magnolia Evergreen 

Magnolia x soulangiana Saucer Magnolia  
Magnolia stellata Star Magnolia  
Magnolia virginiana Sweetbay Magnolia  Native 
Malus spp.  Flowering Crabapple (species and 

cultivars) 
Fruit 

Oxydendrum arboreum Sourwood Native 
Prunus mume Japanese Apricot Fruit 
Prunus subhirtella ‘Pendula’ Weeping Higan Cherry  
Prunus x yedoensis Yoshino Cherry (all cultivars)  
Stewartia monadelpha Tall Stewartia  
Vitex agnus-castus Chaste Tree  
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MEDIUM TREES 
Canopy Cover  150 Square Feet 

Botanical Name Common Name Comments 
Acer barbatum Southern Sugar Maple Native 
Acer buergerianum Trident Maple  
Acer campestre Hedge Maple  
Acer ginnala Amur Maple  
Betula nigra River Birch Native 
Cedrus deodara Deodor Cedar  
Chamaecyparis thyoides Atlantic White Cedar Native, evergreen 
Halesia carolina  Carolina Silverbell  Native  
Ilex opaca American Holly Native, berries, 

evergreen 
Juniperus virginiana  Eastern Red Cedar Native, evergreen 
Parrotia persica Persian Parrotia  
Pinus nigra Austrian Pine Evergreen 
Pinus virginiana Virginia Pine Native, evergreen 
Pistacia chinensis Chinese Pistache  
Ostrya virginiana Hophornbeam Native 
Quercus acuta Japanese Evergreen Oak Evergreen 
Quercus acutissima Sawtooth Oak  
Quercus shumardii Shumard Oak  
Sophora japonica Pagoda Tree (all cultivars)  
Styrax japonica Japanese Snowbell   
Tilia cordata Littleleaf Linden (all cultivars)  
Ulmus parvifolia Lacebark Elm  
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LARGE TREES 

Canopy Cover  200 Square Feet 
Botanical Name Common Name Comments 

Carya illinoensis Pecan Pecans, native 
Celtis spp. Hackberry Native 
Ginkgo biloba Ginkgo, (male cultivars only)  
Liquidambar styraciflua 
‘Rotundiloba’ 

Seedless Sweetgum  

Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip Poplar Native 
Magnolia acuminata Cucumber Tree Native 
Magnolia grandiflora Southern Magnolia Evergreen, native 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides Dawn Redwood  
Nyssa sylvatica Black Gum Native 
Pinus elliottii Slash Pine Native, evergreen 
Pinus taeda Loblolly Pine Native, evergreen 
Platanus occidentalis American Sycamore Native 
Quercus alba White Oak Native 
Quercus bicolor Swamp White Oak Native 
Quercus darlingtonia Darlington Oak  
Quercus macrocarpa Bur Oak  prefers moist soil 
Quercus muehlenbergii Chinkapin Oak  Prefers alkaline soil, 

drought tolerant 
Quercus nigra Water Oak Native 
Quercus prinus Chestnut Oak  
Quercus shumardii Shumard Oak  
Quercus nuttallii Nuttall Oak  
Quercus virginiana Live Oak Native, evergreen 
Sequoia sempervirens Coast Redwood Evergreen 
Taxodium distichum Bald Cypress Native 
Zelkova serrata Japanese Zelkova  
Ulmus x ‘Morton’ (Accolade) ‘Accolade’ Hybrid Elm  
Ulmus americana ‘Princeton’ ‘Princeton’ American Elm  
Ulmus x ‘Pioneer’ ‘Pioneer’ Elm  
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B.  Recommended List of Street Trees (Revised 2/2009) 
 

SMALL TREES 
20-Foot Maximum Spacing 

Botanical Name Common Name Comments 
Acer griseum Paperbark Maple  
Amelanchier canadensis Serviceberry Fruit, native 
Betula nigra ‘Dura Heat’ ‘Dura-Heat’ River Birch Aphid resistant, drought 

tolerant 
Carpinus caroliniana American Hornbeam Native 
Cladrastis kentukea Yellowwood Native 
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly Evergreen, native 
Koelreuteria paniculata Goldenrain Tree  
Lagerstroemia spp. Crape Myrtle (all species and 

cultivars except Dwarf and Semi-
Dwarf species and cultivars) 

 

Malus spp.   Crabapple Cultivars  Fruit 
Magnolia grandiflora ‘Little 
Gem’ 

‘Little Gem’ Magnolia  

Magnolia virginiana Sweetbay Magnolia Native 
Parrotia persica Persian Parrotia  
Pistacia chinensis Chinese Pistache  
 
  

MEDIUM TREES 
30-Foot Maximum Spacing 

Botanical Name Common Name Comments 
Acer barbatum Southern Sugar Maple Native 
Acer beurgerianum Trident Maple  
Carpinus betulus ‘Fastigiata’ Pyramidical European Hornbeam  
Cercidiphyllum japonicum Katsura Tree  
Ginkgo biloba Ginkgo Tree ( male cultivars )  
Juniperus virginiana  Eastern Red Cedar Evergreen, native 
Magnolia virginiana Sweetbay Magnolia Native 
Pistacia chinensis Chinese Pistache  
Quercus acuta Japanese Evergreen Oak Evergreen 
Quercus acutissima Sawtooth Oak Acorns 
Quercus 
virginiana‘HighRise’ 

‘High Rise’ Live Oak Narrow and upright, 
evergreen 

Ostrya virginiana American Hophornbeam Native 
Tilia cordata Littleleaf Linden (all cultivars)  
Ulmus parvifolia  Lacebark Elm  
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LARGE TREES 
50-Foot Maximum Spacing 

Botanical Name Common Name Comments 
Celtis spp. Hackberry Native 
Ginkgo biloba  Ginkgo (male cultivars only)  
Liquidambar styraciflua 
‘Roundiloba’ 

Seedless Sweetgum  

Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip Poplar Native 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides Dawn Redwood  
Nyssa sylvatica Black Gum Native 
Quercus bicolor Swamp White Oak Native 
Quercus coccinea Scarlet Oak Native 
Quercus darlingtonia Darlington Oak  
Quercus macrocarpa Bur Oak  Prefers moist soil 
Quercus muehlenbergii Chinkapin Oak  Prefers alkaline soil, drought 

tolerant 
Quercus prinus Chestnut Oak  
Quercus virginiana  Live Oak  Evergreen, native 
Taxodium distichum Bald Cypress Native 
Ulmus x Accolade ‘Morton’ Accolade Hybrid Elm  
Ulmus americana ‘Princeton’ Princeton American Elm  
Ulmus carpinifolia ‘Pioneer’ Pioneer Elm  
Zelkova serrata Japanese Zelkova  
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C.  Non Acceptable Tree Species (Revised 2/2009) 
 
 

NON-ACCEPTABLE TREE SPECIES 
Botanical Name Common Name Problems 

Acer negundo Box Elder Weak wood, short lived, insects 
Acer platanoides Norway Maple Environmental stress 
Acer rubrum Red Maple (all 

cultivars) 
Environmental stress, insects, diseases 

Acer saccharinum Silver Maple Weak wood, insects, shallow roots, prolific 
seeding 

Acer saccharum  Sugar Maple (all 
cultivars) 

Environmental stress, insects 

Ailanthus altissima Tree of Heaven Offensive odor (male), poor landscape 
qualities 

Albizia julibrissin Mimosa Mimosa wilt disease, invasive 
Betula papyrifera Paper Birch Environmental stress, insects 
Catalpa bignonioides Southern Catalpa Messy flowers, seed pods 
Fraxinus 
pennsylvanica 

Green Ash (all cultivars) Insects 

Ginkgo biloba Ginkgo (female plant) Offensive fruit odor 
Laburnum 
anagyroides 

Golden-Chain Tree Environmental stress 

Melia azedarach Chinaberry Weak wood, seeds, suckers 
Morus spp. Mulberries Objectionable fruit, weak wood 
Paulownia tomentosa Empress Tree Seed pods, invasive 
Picea abies Norway Spruce Environmental stress (heat, poor drainage) 
Picea pungens Blue Spruce Environmental stress (heat, poor drainage) 
Pinus strobus White Pine Decline and insects (poor drainage) 
Pinus sylvestris Scotch Pine Stress (heat, poor drainage, insects) 
Populus alba White or Silver Poplar Weak wood, diseases 
Populus deltoides Eastern Cottonwood Weak wood, extensive root system, prolific 

seeding 
Populus nigra ‘Italica’ Lombardy Popular Extensive root system, short lived, diseases 
Prunus serotina Wild Black Cherry Objectional fruit, insects 
Pyrus calleryanna Pear (all cultivars) Invasive, weak wood, messy fruit 
Salix spp. Willow (all cultivars) Weak wood, roots 
Ulmus americana American Elm Dutch elm disease 
Ulmus pumila Siberian Elm Short lived, insects 
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 Planting Illustrations 
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Tree Protection on Development Sites 
 
Introduction 
A wooded site is a highly desirable piece of property for both its monetary and aesthetic values.  
The benefits of successfully developing a wooded site can be measured aesthetically, 
environmentally and ecologically by the developer, individuals who purchase the property, and 
the community in general. But, it is understood that land development is a complex and tedious 
series of events.  In order to successfully retain trees on-site, a certain set of guidelines must be 
adhered to during the pre-development, development, and post-development phases. 
 
The Pre-Development Phase 
The pre-development phase is the most complex and important.  With the “table top” land 
contours in Tidewater, the changes that take place in the existing land contours and ecology of 
the site are considerable.  To minimize the impact of development, a complete evaluation of 
existing natural features should be done in the concept states of the design process.  Soil types 
and a vegetative inventory must be obtained concurrent with other land features that are being 
surveyed.  When this information is collected and analyzed, the quality of the development site 
is improved.  Obtaining this information about the natural features is not for the novice; it 
requires the knowledge of professionals often neglected in the design process–the soil scientist, 
urban forester, and landscape architect.  These individuals can best advise the civil engineer 
during the design process. 
 
In Tidewater, vast numbers of trees die every year from construction damage.  In most cases, 
builders have spent many dollars to retain trees on-site.  They were sincere about protecting their 
trees but failed because of a lack of the necessary information needed to save them.  Once the 
civil engineer has the environmental data, he and the developer can pinpoint the specifics about 
the type and quantity of units to be constructed.  Drawings are prepared showing site 
improvements, inclusive of erosion and sedimentation control features, roads, lot lines, before 
and after grades, and utilities.  At this stage, it is critical that adjustments be made to the plan in 
order to save the trees that are desirable for the project.  This includes grouping utilities together, 
such as electrical, telephone, and cable television lines, carefully defining limits of clearing and 
the placing of tree wells in fill areas or the notes section where guidelines for tree protection 
should be listed.  They should include the tree protection notes explained in the following 
section, “The Development Phase.” 
 
The Development Phase 
The pre-development phase of tree protection is inclusive of a vegetative inventory and analysis, 
combined with other data transposed and incorporated into the subdivision/site plan.  The 
detailed tree protection notes must be adhered to by the contractors and subcontractors or tree 
retention efforts may fail.  The importance of these notes is explained as follows: 
 
1.  Where existing ground levels are raised, drainage tiles will be placed at the old soil level and 

will open into a well built around the base of the tree.  This well can be left open or can be filled 
with coarse stones or gravel.  Tiles may be installed in a radiating pattern or laid in parallel 
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lines. 
 

Explanation: Trees require oxygen to live.  Their roots are usually in the top 18 inches of soil 
where nutrients and oxygen are available.  When the grade is raised, the ability of the roots to 
absorb the necessary nutrients and oxygen is blocked.  The tree is literally asphyxiated and will 

decline.  Clay soils have the most impact, with porous soils having the least.  Decline will be 
evident usually in about six months with compacted clay soils, and up to several years with 
porous soils.  Fills of over six inches will affect the trees.  The placing of tree wells enables the 
tree to have access to the life-supporting oxygen it needs. 

 
2.  Prior to any clearing, grading, or construction, protective barriers shall be placed around all 

trees to be retained on the site to prevent the destruction or damaging of trees.  The minimum 
undisturbed areas shall be determined by multiplying the trees’ Diameter Breast Height (DBH), 
measured at 4½ feet by 1-foot.  This area shall be in a circular pattern with a radius equal to the 
length of the widest or longest branch (drip line) or a minimum five feet (5') from the trunk.  
Materials will not be stockpiled within this defined area and vehicles and other equipment are to 
be excluded to avoid soil compaction. 
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Explanation: This is the most important of all the on-site tree protection measures.  The areas 
of tree retention need to be physically defined on-site to provide areas that heavy equipment 
operators should avoid.  Further, other vehicles and the stockpiling of materials should be 
prohibited from these areas to avoid soil compaction which is the number one killer of trees on 
construction sites.  Compacted soil literally smothers the tree’s root system, prohibiting them 
from obtaining the vital elements needed for their survival. 

 
3. Boards or wires of a non-protective nature will not be nailed nor attached to trees during 

building operations. 
 

Explanation: When wires are placed around trees and not removed, they will eventually girdle 
and literally strangle the tree.  The conductive tissues of the tree, specifically the xylem and 
phloem tissues, are located beneath the bark.  Disrupting the upward and downward flow of 
nutrients could seriously damage the tree.  Nailing signs on trees is a poor practice.  All too 
often, the nails are left in the trees when the signs are removed.  This is a point where decay-
causing organisms can invade the tree. 

 
4. Heavy equipment operators should be cautioned to avoid damage to existing tree trunks and 

roots during land leveling operations.  Feeder roots should not be cut in an area equal to twice 
the tree circumference (measured 4 ½ feet above ground level in inches) expressed in feet.  
(Example: Circumference of 10 inches would have a “no cut” zone of 20 feet in all directions 
from the tree.)  This should apply to ditching for all utilities services, if feasible. 

 
Explanation: As explained in Note 2, trees need to be protected from heavy equipment to avoid 
soil compaction, a major killer of trees, and bark abrasions.  The individual operating the heavy 
equipment needs to be made aware of the boundaries.  Trees’ roots extend beyond the drip line. 
 (Drip line is an imaginary line that is perpendicular from the ends of the branches to the 
ground.)  The circumference formula is an excellent tool for both the design engineering and 
field superintendents in which boundaries can be defined.  Underground utilities are usually 
placed using trenching equipment.  The concept of a common envelop for many utilities can 
minimize root destruction.  When utilities must be placed next to, or near desirable trees, 
tunneling should be considered in lieu of trenching. 

 
5. Tree trunks and exposed roots damaged during equipment operations will be traced.  Care for 

serious injury should be prescribed by an arborist. 
 

Explanation: The conductive tissues of the trees are located under the bark.  When the bark is 
broken, these tissues are destroyed, disrupting the vital flow of nutrients and providing an area 
highly vulnerable to decay-causing organisms.  Depending on the severity of the wound, the 
tree should be treated or it may never recover.  The treatment for bark wounds is called 
“tracing” or “bark tracing.”  When a tree attempts to close its wounds, it develops what is called 
“callus tissue” which forms in folds and attempts to close the wound.  If the wound is not 
shaped correctly, this closure may be unsuccessful.  The wound is then susceptible to decay and 
wood boring insect infestation.  A professional arborist should provide this service.  Tree paints 
are useless in stopping decay and are only cosmetic. 
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6. All tree limbs damaged during building or land leveling, or removed for any other reason, will 

be cut to tree branch collars. 
 

Explanation: When limbs are left broken and hanging from trees, they are not only 
aesthetically unacceptable but, in some instances, dangerous.  Branches that are not cut properly 
will not heal, as previously discussed in Note 5.  In many instances, branches are broken from 
other trees being pushed over into them.  Tree removals should be directed away from trees to 
be retained. 

 
7. Broad leaf trees should receive a heavy application of complete fertilizer to aid their recovery 

from possible damage caused by construction operations.  Fertilization should be done during 
winter and/or spring following completion of construction.  It should be applied at the following 
rate: two or four pounds of 10-6-4 for each diameter inch of trunk measured at 4 ½ feet above 
ground level. 

 
Explanation: When a wooded area is developed it is important to understand the transition 
retained trees are making from a forest to an urban forest.  In the forest, trees grow to maturity 
within the parameters of certain environmental conditions.  When development changes the 
forest to an urban forest, it changes these environmental conditions.  Increased wind velocity, 
sunlight, run-off, and other factors are all instantly placed on the trees.  The trees then need to 
readapt themselves to these changes to survive in the urban forest.  The application of a 
“complete” fertilizer enables the tree to commence with this readaptation process.  Fertilizers 
can be applied in different ways and this should be determined by a professional arborist. 

 
8. During the first two summers following construction, it is desirable that the trees receive 

adequate amounts of water.  Do not over water. 
 

Explanation: This is directly related to the readaptation process previously discussed.  Root 
systems may be confined, limiting the capability of the tree to absorb moisture.  When 
understory vegetation is removed, the evaporation rate increases, necessitating the watering of 
trees.  In these instances, mulching is a good idea.  Over watering can be as serious as under 
watering.  Certain decay organisms will rapidly invade the roots, causing the tree to decline and 
making it structurally unsound. 
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The Post-Development Phase 
Once the builder is ready to close out the project, he should ensure the following tree protection 
efforts have been met. 
 
1.  Damaged tree trunks should be “bark traced.”  “Bark tracing” is a process in which the damaged 

bark is cut back, thereby shaping the wound to encourage healing. 
 
2.  When a tree wound heals, the tree’s regenerative tissue is called “callus.”  It grows in folds and 

unless the wound is shaped it cannot properly close the wound.  The result is pockets of water, 
entry points for decay and wood-boring insects.  Older trees take longer to heal and, as 
mentioned in the development phase, tree paints are useless in stopping decay and are only 
cosmetic.  Damaged roots should be cut even and, where a large number of roots have been 
severed, the crown should be reduced no more than one-third.  When more than forty percent of 
the roots are destroyed, the tree should be removed.  Compacted soil should be aerated, taking 
extreme care not to damage the tree’s roots system. 

 
3.  The retained trees should be fertilized.  The basic rate is an application of 10-6-4 placed on the 

ground at a rate of two (2) to four (4) pounds per inch diameter measured at 4½ feet.  Another 
method of feeding is soil injection.  Soil injection is accomplished by placing a slow-release 
fertilizer such as 32-7-7 in suspension and pumping it in the ground under pressure.  This 
method has the advantage of permeating compacted soil and getting the nutrients to the trees’ 
entire root system.  The fertilization process is one of the most important maintenance 
procedures. 

 
4.  Remove the signs and wires from the trees. 
 
5.  Tree maintenance is critical during the first year.  Water should be applied at a rate equivalent 

to one inch of rain per week.  Grass competes with tree roots so the area must be kept moist. 
 
6.  The builder should guarantee the removal of trees that have died or removal of those trees that 

are declining rapidly with no hope for recovery within the first year. 
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Sight Distance 
 
3.13.2 Visibility Triangle (Public Works Specifications and Standards) 

The visibility triangle is defined as the area needed to ensure safe maneuvering across or onto 
an intersecting roadway.  A visibility triangle is formed by using the speed limit in Table III - 7 
to determine the sight distance from the edge of the traveled roadway.  By placing the driver on 
the controlled minor approach, 12 feet back from the intersecting major roadway, a “line-of-
sight” is formed.  The intersection of two (2) line-of-sights form the visibility triangle.  In this 
triangle, nothing will be erected, placed, parked or planted nor allowed to grow in such a way 
that impedes the driver’s vision for a height of thirty inches (30") above the centerline of the 
intersecting roadway. 

 
 
3.13.3 Sight Distance at Intersections (Public Works Specifications and Standards) 

At a non-signalized intersection, where a minor road meets a major road or two (2) major roads 
intersect, a commercial entrance and crossover are required to have sufficient sight distance to 
permit a safe departure from a stopped position. 
Sight distance requirements may be reduced at signalized intersections for protected movements 
when the traffic signal assigns the right-of-way, thereby reducing the required visibility needs.  
However, unprotected right and left-hand turning movements still need to meet the sight 
distance criteria. 
Table III - 7 provides the required sight distance, based on the speed limit of a non-controlled 
(approaching) leg of the intersection.  Contact Public Works/Traffic Engineering for further 
information (427-4131). 

 
 

TABLE III - 7 

Sight Distance at Intersections 
 

M.P.H. 
 
 

 
25 

 
35 

 
45 

 
55 

 
Residential/Local Streets 

 
250' 

 
350' 

 
450' 

 
550' 

 
Residential Collectors, Minor Arterial Rural Roads 

 
350' 

 
500' 

 
600' 

 
750' 

 
Major Arterial, Interchanges, etc. 

 
500' 

 
600' 

 
775' 

 
950' 
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Visibility Triangle Example 
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Appendix A - Zoning Ordinance, Landscape 
Screening and Buffering, Virginia Beach City Code 

 
Sec. 270.  Purpose and intent. 
 

The purpose of this section is to set forth standards for landscaping and screening 
materials, and the provision for buffer areas between incompatible uses to minimize the harmful 
impacts of noise, dust, odors, artificial light intrusion, and other objectionable impacts created as 
a result of incompatible abutting uses; to promote a harmonious interface between differing land 
uses, with the intent of protecting and preserving the best visual appearance, character and 
economic value of neighboring properties; to set forth guidelines for various categories of 
landscape screening and buffer areas in conjunction with established yard setbacks to soften the 
transition for one use of lesser intensity to that of another of higher intensity; and more 
importantly, to promote efficient land development through effective site planning with attention 
to landscape screening and buffering, in an effort to preserve and promote the health, safety, and 
general welfare of the public within the city. 
 
Sec. 271.  Applicability. 
 

This ordinance provides within the district regulations a requirement describing certain 
landscaping standards to apply where districts abut various other districts, as specified.  Where 
the ordinance specifies a certain landscaping standard, that ordinance shall be met by installation 
and maintenance of plant and other material in accordance with the Virginia Beach Landscape, 
Screening and Buffering Specifications and Standards. 
 
Sec. 272.  Categories of landscape screening types. 
 

(a) For purposes of this section, there shall be eight (8) categories of screening to be 
employed as specified in district regulations to satisfy the screening and buffering requirements 
of proposed uses of higher intensity to those existing of lower intensity. 
 

(b) Existing screening materials.  When a lot is to be developed such that screening is 
required and where that lot abuts an existing hedge, wall or other durable landscape barrier on an 
abutting property, the existing structure or hedge may be used to satisfy the screening 
requirements of this section, provided that the existing structure meets the minimum standards 
set forth herein and protection against vehicular encroachment is provided.  However, the burden 
to provide the necessary screening remains with the use to be screened and is a continuing 
obligation which runs with the land so long as the original relationship exists. 
 
Sec. 273.  Provisions of acceptable alternatives. 
 

Any person who may be required to install screening in conjunction with land development 
and who believes that by virtue of special consideration of site design, topography, unique 
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relationships to other properties or existing natural vegetation, the application of the specific 
standards are ineffective in fulfilling the requirements of this section, may submit to the planning 
director a specific plan for development showing how the purposes of this section may be met by 
measures other than those listed above.  The planning director, after consulting with appropriate 
city officials, may approve modifications to established standards so long as the effect and intent 
of the established standards are achieved. 
 
Sec. 274.  Maintenance responsibilities. 
 

The owner and tenant, if any, of any property where screening is required shall be jointly 
and severally responsible for the maintenance of all screening materials so as to present a 
healthy, neat and orderly appearance and be kept free from litter and debris.  Shrubs or trees 
planted as a part of any required screening which subsequently dies, shall be replaced in 
accordance with the minimum standards of this section.  All screening and landscape areas shall 
be protected from encroachment by motor vehicles or pedestrian which could damage vegetation 
or reduce the effectiveness of the screening. 
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Appendix C - Site Plan Ordinance, Section 5A, Parking Lot 
and Foundation Landscaping, Virginia Beach City Code 

 
Sec. 5A.1  Intent and Purposes. 
 

The City Council of Virginia Beach finds that Virginia Beach is blessed with a diverse and 
abundant cover of trees and vegetation and that such cover is of general aesthetic value to the City 
and that the ecological diversity and richness of the City make it a desirable place for residents, 
owners, and visitors alike; and that the appearance of Virginia Beach from the public ways 
contributes ecologically and aesthetically to the growth and economic prosperity of the city; and also 
that the growth and development attracted to the City of Virginia Beach, because of its natural 
beauty, often times requires the removal of trees and other plant material, thereby contributing to the 
depletion of a most valuable natural resource, therefore, it is necessary to protect, preserve and 
restore this valuable asset.  The City Council declares the intent and purposes of this ordinance to be 
as follows: 
 
(i) To aid in stabilizing the environment's ecological balance by contributing to the processes of air 

purification, oxygen regeneration, groundwater recharge, and stormwater runoff retardation, 
while at the same time aiding in noise, glare, and heat abatement; 

(j) To encourage the preservation of existing trees and desirable vegetation; 
(k) To assist in providing clean air; 
(l) To provide visual buffering and enhance the beautification of the City; 
(m) To safeguard and enhance property values and to protect public and private investment; 
(n) To preserve, protect, and restore the unique identity and environment of the City of Virginia 

Beach and preserve the economic base attracted to the city by such factors; 
(o) To conserve energy; and to protect the public health, safety, and general welfare through the 

reduction of noise, air and visual pollution, light glare, and moderate air temperature; 
(p) To provide habitat for living things that might not otherwise occur or be found in urban and 

suburban environment;  
(q) To conserve and protect the quality of life and personal safety for all citizens through the design 

of the environment.  
 
Sec. 5A.2  Applicability.   
 

As concerns parking lot landscaping requirements, the provisions of this section shall apply to 
public and private parking lots designed for ten (10) or more spaces and shall include display areas, 
parking garages, dumpsters, trash receptacles, and loading docks that may be viewed from any public 
right-of-way.  As concerns foundation landscape requirements, the provisions of this section shall 
have application to all buildings for which site plan review is required pursuant to section 2.2 of the 
Site Plan Ordinance.  A “parking lot” shall be defined as any area or structure where motor vehicles 
are stored for the purpose of temporary, daily, or overnight off-street parking.  A “display area” shall 
be defined as an area generally considered accessible to the public including auto/truck sales, leasing 
and rental lots, recreational vehicle sales and rental lots, boat sales lots, manufactured home sales 
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lots, and trailer sales lots.  A “loading dock” shall be defined as a platform space within the building 
or that protrudes from the building for the standing, loading, or unloading of trucks.   
 
(r) Parking lots of ten (10) or more parking spaces shall not be constructed until a landscape plan 

(see sections 5A.4 and 5A.5) of the parking lot has been approved by the Planning Director or 
his designee. 

(s) Existing parking lots of ten (10) or more spaces and  existing parking lots of less than ten (10) 
spaces whose enlargement will increase it to ten (10) or more spaces shall not be enlarged or 
reconstructed until a landscape plan of the parking lot has been approved by the Planning 
Director or his designee.  Landscaping shall be provided in the new parking area in proportion 
to its enlargement or reconstruction, and not in proportion to the total parking area for the site.  
Reconstruction is defined as construction activity involving an existing parking lot requiring a 
site plan which includes the addition of asphalt or concrete for the purpose of facilitating 
drainage and the addition of curbing and/or curb and gutter.  Patching, resurfacing, and 
restripping are considered maintenance activities and not reconstruction.   The addition of 
islands in an existing parking lot for the purpose of landscaping shall not constitute 
reconstruction. 

(t) Display areas shall not be constructed until a landscape plan (see sections 5A.4 and 5A.5) of the 
display area has been approved by the Planning Director or his designee.  Display areas shall be 
clearly indicated on the landscape plan (customer and employee parking spaces should not be 
included in the indicated area).  Existing display areas shall not be expanded until a landscape 
plan has been approved by the Planning Director or his designee.  Landscaping shall be 
provided in proportion of the expansion, and not in proportion to the entire area for the site. 

(u) No building for which site plan review is required pursuant to section 2.2 of the Site Plan 
Ordinance shall be constructed until a foundation landscape plan (see section 5A.6) has been 
approved by the Planning Director or his designee. Existing commercial buildings shall not be 
expanded until a foundation landscape plan has been approved by the Planning Director or his 
designee.  Landscaping shall be provided in proportion to the building's expansion, and not in 
proportion to the entire building for the site. 

(v) Parking garages shall not be constructed until either a street frontage landscape plan (see section 
5A.5) or foundation landscape plan (see section 5A.6), whichever is applicable, has been 
approved by the Planning Director or his designee.  

(w) Dumpsters and/or trash receptacles shall not be placed until a landscape plan (see section 5A.7) 
has been approved by the Planning Director or his designee. 

(x) Loading docks shall not be constructed until a landscape plan (see section 5A.7) has been 
approved by the Planning Director or his designee. 

 
Sec. 5A.3  Procedures. 
 
(a)  Landscape plans submitted pursuant to this ordinance shall be prepared in the manner specified 

in this ordinance and in "PARKING LOT AND FOUNDATION LANDSCAPING 
SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS" and shall be submitted in conjunction with the site 
development plan. 

(b)  After the landscape plan has been submitted, it shall be reviewed and processed by the Planning 
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Director or his designee for conformance to section 5A and other applicable regulations in 
conjunction with the site development plan.  The Planning Director or his designee may 
approve any landscape plan which the Planning Director or his designee determines to meet or 
exceed the objectives of this ordinance. 

 
Sec. 5A.4 Parking Lot Interior Coverage Requirements. 
 
There shall be provided within the perimeter of the parking lot or between any two (2) parking 
spaces, a landscaped area(s) which together total thirty (30) square feet for each parking space. 
 
There shall be provided within the perimeter of the designated display area, landscaped area(s) which 
together total twelve (12) percent of the display area. 
 
Trees shall be provided within the landscaped area in the proportion of one (1) tree per one hundred 
and fifty (150) square feet of total landscaped area, except any fractional tree shall not be counted as 
a whole tree. 
 
To encourage dispersement of landscaped areas throughout the parking lot, in parking lots of less 
than one hundred (100) spaces any portion of a single landscaped area exceeding three hundred fifty 
(350) square feet shall not be given credit toward satisfying section 5A.4 parking lots of one hundred 
(100) spaces or more any portion of a single landscaped area exceeding fifteen hundred (1,500) 
square feet shall not be given credit towards satisfying section 5A.4 parking lot interior coverage 
requirements, except in cases when existing tree(s) are retained and protected during construction, 
then the maximum square footage requirements shall apply as specified in the "PARKING LOT AND 
FOUNDATION LANDSCAPING SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS" tree retention section.  
In no case shall entrance islands or groups of entrance islands be credited with more than a total of 
three hundred and fifty (350) square feet for each entrance toward satisfying the interior coverage 
requirements. 
 
To encourage dispersement of landscaped areas throughout the display area, in display areas of less 
than thirty thousand (30,000) square feet any portion of a single landscaped area exceeding three 
hundred fifty (350) square feet shall not be given credit toward satisfying section 5A.4 parking lot 
interior coverage requirements; and in display areas thirty thousand (30,000) square feet or more any 
portion of a single landscaped area exceeding fifteen hundred (1,500) square feet shall not be given 
credit towards satisfying section 5A.4 parking lot interior coverage requirements. 
 
Planting which is required for screening along the perimeter of any parking lot by the provisions of 
the City Zoning Ordinance, conditional use permit, parking lot street frontage requirements (see 
section 5A.5), or screening requirements (see section 5A.7) shall not be considered as part of the 
interior landscaping requirements. 
 
 
Provisions of section 5A.4, parking lot interior coverage requirements, shall not apply to parking 
garages and areas in industrial uses not devoted to required off street parking spaces. 
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Sec. 5A.5 Parking Lot Street Frontage Requirements. 
 
(a) In addition to the requirements of section 5A.4, parking lot interior requirements, landscaping 

shall be required along any side of a building, parking lot, display area or parking garage (with 
parking on the ground level) that abuts the public right-of-way more than twenty (20) feet in 
width.  For parking garages that have businesses and/or offices on the ground level, section 
5A.6, foundation landscaping requirements, shall apply instead of this section. 

(b) A landscaping strip a minimum of ten (10) feet in width shall be located between the abutting 
edge of the sidewalk and parking lot curb line or building wall, or where there is no sidewalk, 
from the public right-of-way line and the parking lot curb line, except where driveways or other 
openings may be required, provided, however, the required landscaping strip may be reduced to 
a minimum of five (5) feet in width on property in the RT1, RT2, and RT3 zoning districts.  For 
parking garages, a landscaping strip a minimum of ten (10) feet in width shall be located 
between the abutting edge of the sidewalk and parking garage foundation or where there is no 
sidewalk, from the public right-of-way line and the parking garage foundation, except where 
driveways or other openings may be required. In addition to the landscaping strip and street 
frontage plantings, parking garages with parking on the ground level shall have a solid wall 
which is a minimum of four (4) feet in height.  

(c) Trees, shrubs, and other treatment in accordance with the specifications of the "PARKING LOT 
AND FOUNDATION LANDSCAPING SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS" shall be 
placed within the landscaping strip. 

(d) Where street landscaping required by 5A.5 parking lot street frontage requirements conflicts 
with adequate sight distances required at driveways and street intersections by the city zoning 
ordinance, section 201(F), the regulations and provisions of the latter shall govern. 

(e) The requirements of 5A.5 parking lot street frontage requirements shall not apply where 
planting is required along scenic easements designated on the master transportation plan. 

 
Sec. 5A.6  Foundation Landscaping Requirements. 
 
(a) Landscaping must be planted adjacent to building sides or provided in planters adjacent to 

building sides which face a public right-of-way more than twenty (20) feet in width.  The 
landscaping strip may be bisected by necessary entrances to the building and may include 
pedestrian sidewalks servicing such entrances. 

(b) A minimum of fifty (50) percent of any side of the building facing a public right(s)-of-way shall 
be landscaped. 

(c) The minimum width of the landscaped area shall be three (3) feet and shall be designed to 
prohibit vehicular overhang. 

(d) Shrubs or trees shall be provided within the landscaped area in the proportion of at least one (1) 
shrub or one (1) tree per fifteen (15) square feet of total required landscaped area, except any 
fractional shrub or tree shall not be counted as a whole shrub or tree. 

Sec. 5A.7 Screening Requirements. 
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(a) Dumpsters and/or trash receptacles shall be screened from view from the right-of-way of any 
street more than 20 feet in width. 

(b) Loading docks not screened by an intervening building shall be screened from view from the 
right-of-way of any street more than 20 feet in width their entire length except for necessary 
access. 

 
Sec. 5A.8 Installation and Bonding Requirements. 
 
(a) All required landscaping shall be installed according to the "PARKING LOT AND 

FOUNDATION LANDSCAPING SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS." 
(b) Where landscaping is required, no certificate of occupancy shall be issued until the required 

landscaping is completed in accordance with the approved landscape plan as certified by an 
on-site inspection by the Planning Director or his designees.   When the occupancy of a 
structure is desired prior to the completion of the required landscaping, a certificate of 
occupancy may be issued only if the owner or developer provides a form of surety satisfactory 
to the city attorney in an amount equal to the remaining plants, related materials, and 
installation costs, with the costs approved by the Planning Director or his designee. 

(c) For expanded or reconstructed parking lots or display areas which do not include building 
improvements and, therefore, no certificate of occupancy is required, a surety satisfactory to 
the city attorney must be posted at the time the approved site plan is released to cover the cost 
of all landscaping indicated on the landscape plan, as determined by the Planning Director or 
his designee. 

(d) All required landscaping must be installed and approved by the end of the first planting 
season following issuance of certificate of occupancy or surety shall be forfeited to the city. 

(e) The owners and their agents shall be responsible for providing, protecting, and maintaining all 
landscaping in healthy and growing conditions, replacing unhealthy fifty (50) percent or more 
dead or completely dead, plant material within ninety (90) days upon written notice except 
when replacements should be delayed because of seasonal factors until the next planting 
season.  Replacement material shall conform to the original intent of the landscape plan as 
determined by the Planning Director or his designee. 
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Appendix E - Tree Planting, Preservation  
and Replacement, Virginia Beach City Code 

 
Sec. 1.1.  Narrative. 
 
Trees are proven producers of oxygen, a necessary element for the survival of man.  Trees 
appreciably reduce the ever-increasing and environmentally-dangerous carbon dioxide contents in the 
air, and they play a vital role in purifying the air that man breathes. 
 
Trees precipitate dust and other particulate airborne pollutants to settle on the ground. 
 
Trees, through their root systems, stabilize the water table and play an important and effective part in 
soil conservation and erosion control. 
 
Trees are an invaluable physical and psychological counterpart to the urban setting, making urban life 
more comfortable by providing shade and cooling of the air and land, and reducing noise levels and 
glare. 
 
The City Council of Virginia Beach has determined that the planting and preservation of trees within 
Virginia Beach is not only desirable but essential to the present and future health, safety and welfare 
of all the citizens. 
 
Sec. 1.2.  Intent. 
 
It is the intent of the City of Virginia Beach to require the planting of trees on residential lots and 
along residential streets, within new residential developments.  It is further intended to perpetuate tree 
growth through these provisions, to encourage tree preservation, provide adequate tree canopy and 
numbers, in the best interests of the health, safety and welfare of present and future citizens. 
 
Sec. 1.3.  Definitions. 
 
For the purposes of this ordinance, certain terms are defined as follows: 
 
Caliper:  The diameter of a tree measured six (6) inches above existing grade. 
 
Canopy Cover:  The crown "branch" area of a tree measured in square feet after ten (10) years from 
installation as specified in this ordinance. 
 
Cultivar:  A "variety" of plant denoting an assemblage of cultivated individuals which are 
distinguished by any significant characteristics and which, reproduced, retain their distinguishing 
characteristics. 
 
Drip Line:  An imaginary, perpendicular line that extends downward from the outermost tips of the 
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branches to the ground. 
 
Lot Size:  That portion of the lot allowed for use in determining the minimum lot size requirements 
as stated in section 200 of the City Zoning Ordinance. 
 
Multi-Stem Tree:  A tree having more than one stem "trunk" emerging from the root system. 
 
Residential Lot:  A piece or parcel of land abutting on a street and created by proper legal 
instrument upon which is to be built one or more dwelling units and shall include single family 
condominiums. 
 
Resubdivision:  Subdividing an existing subdivision to change the shape or size of the lots without 
increasing density. 
 
Species:  The unit in the botanical classification of plants. 
 
Standard Tree:  A tree grown with a single erect stem. 
 
Tree:  Any self-supporting woody plant of a species which normally grows, in Virginia Beach, at a 
commonly accepted maturity, to an overall height of a minimum of fifteen (15) feet. 
 
Sec. 1.4.  Application. 
 
The terms and provisions of this ordinance shall apply to property as follows: 
  A. Residential 

1. All residential lots shall have trees planted, or canopy cover provided, based upon the 
following requirements by lot size: 
a. 1 - 4,999 square feet 

(1) One (1) small tree per attached townhouse interior lot. 
(2) Two (2) small or medium trees for attached townhouse end lots. 
(3) Abutting street side:  One (1) small tree per attached townhouse interior 

lot. 
Two (2) small or medium trees for attached townhouse end lots. 

(4) Two (2) small or medium trees for all other lots. 
b. 5,000 - 7,499 square feet 

300 square-foot canopy cover 
c. 7,500 - 9,999 square feet 

400 square-foot canopy cover 
d. 10,000 - 14,999 square feet 

600 square-foot canopy cover 
e. 15,000 - 19,999 square feet 

750 square-foot canopy cover 
f. 20,000 - 29,999 square feet 

900 square-foot canopy cover 
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g. 30,000 - 39,999 square feet 
1,000 square-foot canopy cover 

h. 40,000 - 87,119 square feet 
500 square-foot canopy cover for each one-half acre 

i. 87,200 square feet and greater 
2,000 square-foot canopy cover 

2. Trees shall be selected from the Specifications and Standards and shall be a minimum 
of five (5) to six (6) feet in height for small trees at the time of planting and two (2) 
inches to two and one-half (2½) inches caliper for medium and large trees at the time 
of planting.  Planting shall be accomplished in accordance with the Specifications and 
Standards. 

3. Existing or relocated trees on individual lots may be used to satisfy section 1.4.A 
provided that: 
a. The trees meet or exceed the quantities required for lots 1 to 4,999 square feet or 

canopy cover as listed in section 1.4.A.1.; and 
b. The trees have been protected in accordance with section 1.4.A.5. during 

construction and are physically and structurally in good condition per the city 
arborist or his designee. 

c. Trees that have canopy extending over adjoining lots will receive credit for only 
that portion of canopy covering the lot from which the tree is growing.  Credit for 
canopy cover will be given when trees on adjoining lots have canopy extending 
over an individual lot, but only that portion extending will be credited towards the 
required canopy cover for the individual lot.  Canopy cover for street trees shall be 
credited toward residential lots in the amount of area on the individual lot 
measured from the right of way line. 

4. Non-Acceptable Trees:  Trees selected for residential use shall not be of a specie, 
variety or cultivar from the non-acceptable tree list, in the Specifications and 
Standards. 

5. Tree Protection during Construction:  Existing trees that are to be used to meet the 
requirements of section 1.4. shall be protected in accordance with the following: 

Before construction activity begins, protective barriers must be securely in place.  
Minimum undisturbed areas shall be determined by multiplying the tree's Diameter 
Breast Height (DBH), measured at four and one half (4½) feet, by one (1) foot.  
This is the minimum diameter that must be left undisturbed around each tree.  This 
area is approximately the area of the outermost branches (drip line).  All 
construction activities shall be prohibited within the minimum undisturbed areas 
provided for any tree(s) for which credit is given toward satisfying the residential 
canopy requirements.  All temporary construction activities shall also be 
prohibited within the minimum undisturbed areas, including all excavating, filling, 
trenching, construction storage and dumping, and parking of construction 
equipment/vehicles or employee vehicles. 

6. Bond:  Prior to the issuance of any subdivision permit, the developer shall provide a 
performance bond with surety, cash escrow, irrevocable letter of credit, any 
combination thereof, or such other legal arrangement acceptable to the city attorney to 
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cover the costs of such trees and their planting.  Should the city be required to take 
action to see that the trees are purchased and/or planted, the city may collect from the 
developer for the difference should the amount of the reasonable cost of such action 
exceed the amount of security held. 

7. Inspection:  All lots shall be inspected and approved prior to the release of the bond.  
Individual sections of subdivisions may be inspected and bond release authorized.  
Inspection shall be performed by the city arborist or his designee. 

 
  B. Street Tree Planting 

1. Trees shall be planted within all public rights of way in conjunction with new 
residential development except resubdivision, undeveloped rights of way and 
townhouse developments where the street design does not provide green space for 
street trees.  Trees shall be planted in accordance with a master street tree plan, section 
1.4.A.4., that is to be included with the subdivision construction plans.  The master 
street tree plan is to be prepared in accordance with section 1.4.B.4. and approved by 
the city arborist. 

2. All street trees shall be a minimum of one and three-fourths (1¾) to two (2) inch 
caliper at time of planting for standard trees and five (5) feet to six (6) feet in height 
for multi-stem trees at time of planting.  Trees shall be guaranteed to be in good 
physical condition as determined by the city arborist or his designee, for a period of 
one (1) year by the developer.  The one-year period shall commence from the time of 
final inspection. 

3. Tree Selection:  Trees shall be selected from the Specifications and Standards.  Tree 
selection shall be small or medium size and spaced according to the Recommended 
List of Street Trees in the Specifications and Standards when distance between 
sidewalk and curb is four (4) feet.  Tree selection shall be medium or large size and 
spaced according to the Recommended List of Street Trees in the Specifications and 
Standards where the distance between sidewalk and curb is greater than four (4) feet or 
if a sidewalk is not required. 

4. Master Street Tree Plan:  A master street tree plan shall be prepared and contain the 
following information: 
a. A landscape plan drawn to the same scale as the subdivision plan showing the 

location and spacing of all trees to be planted. 
b. Botanical names, common names, sizes and quantities. 
c. Planting details. 
d. Location of all curb lines, sidewalks and major utilities.  Utilities conflicting with 

placement of trees shall require an adjustment of tree spacing.  When adjustment is 
necessary, spacing shall not exceed the maximum allowable spacing.  No trees 
shall be placed within ten (10) feet of a street light pole nor encroach within the 
visibility triangle as defined by S 201(f) of the City Zoning Ordinance.  Generally, 
a minimum of four (4) feet of green space on either side of sidewalk shall be 
required. 

e. Trees on residential lots shall not be used to meet the requirements of Street Tree 
Planting, except when a lot or group of lots are heavily wooded and the planting of 
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street trees would physically conflict with the canopy of the residential trees.  The 
street tree requirements may be deleted in these areas only.  The city arborist or his 
designee shall determine if such a conflict exists. 

5. Bonding:  A bond for trees and installation shall be required to cover the guarantee 
period. 

 
  C. Exemptions: 

1. The requirements of section 1.4. of this appendix shall not apply to resubdivisions or 
to unimproved rights of way. 

2. The requirements of section 1.4.B. shall not apply to townhouse developments where 
the street design does not provide adequate green space for street trees. 

 
  D. Compatibility with Best Management Practices (BMPS):  In no case shall a subdivision be 

approved wherein the design calls for the planting of trees over any underground water 
retention areas. 

 
Sec. 1.5.  Violations and Penalties. 
 

Any person who violates any of the provisions of this ordinance shall, upon conviction 
thereof, be guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less than ten dollars ($10.00) nor 
more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).  Each day that a violation continues shall be considered 
a separate offense. 
 
Sec. 1.6.  Variances and Appeals. 
 
  A. The city manager is authorized, upon appeal in specific cases, to grant a variance from the 

terms of the ordinance as will not be contrary to the public interest, when owing to special 
conditions, a literal enforcement of the provisions will result in unnecessary hardship, 
provided that the spirit of the ordinance shall be observed and substantial justice done, as 
follows: 
1. Strict application of the terms of the ordinance will effectively prohibit or 

unreasonably restrict the use of the property. 
2. Granting of such variance will alleviate a clearly demonstrable hardship approaching 

confiscation as distinguished from a special privilege.  In authorizing a variance the 
city manager may impose such conditions as may be necessary in the public interest. 

  B. It is further provided that any decision of the city manager may be modified, reversed or 
affirmed by the city council upon appeal by any aggrieved party to such decision, if such 
appeal is filed within thirty (30) days of such decision. 

  C. Final decision under this ordinance shall be subject to review by the appropriate court of 
record, if filed within thirty (30) days from the date of council action. 
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BICYCLE PARKING 
 
Planning for alternative modes of transportation can reduce the use of the automobile 
to alleviate congestion, improve air quality, and contribute to a healthy and livable 
Virginia Beach. The 2009 Virginia Beach Master Transportation Plan focuses on the 
relationship between land use development and transportation needs. Bicycles as a 
mode of transportation require less space on streets, less room for parking, are 
emission-free, and promote a healthy and active lifestyle. Secure bicycle parking is a 
necessary part of a multi-modal transportation network that includes bikeways, trails, 
and public transit. Leaving a bicycle unattended even for short periods can result in 
damage or theft. Finding a bike rack that doesn’t work or isn’t conveniently located 
makes for a frustrating experience. The lack of a secure parking space keeps many 
people from using their bikes for transportation. 
 
The City Zoning Ordinance for Off-Street Parking Section 203b(12-14) now states that all 
development in the apartment, office or business districts requiring twenty five or more 
parking spaces shall have a minimum of five bicycle spaces.  Each additional fifty parking 
spaces above the first twenty five shall require one additional bicycle space.  Fifty 
percent of the required bicycle spaces shall be indoors or covered in accordance with 
the City of Virginia Beach Landscaping Guide, with the exception of parks and ball fields.  
The following information is to guide developers in selection and location for bicycle 
parking to fulfill this requirement.  
 
LONG-TERM VERSUS SHORT-TERM BICYCLE PARKING 
Bicycle parking can be divided into two categories: long-term (Type 1) and short-term 
(Type 2). Long-term parking is intended for use over several hours or overnight. It 
includes bicycle racks in an enclosed, covered, controlled access area. Short-term 
parking is intended for use from a few minutes to several hours. It includes bicycle racks 
in a public, easily accessible location that may or may not be covered. 
 
CRITERIA FOR GOOD BICYCLE PARKING 
Accessibility, Convenience, Safety and Security are necessary for a successful bicycle 
parking system. 
 
ACCESSIBILITY 
Bicycle parking will only be used if cyclists and their bikes can access it. Bike parking 
should be located at ground level or accessible from ground level (ramps, elevators) 
without obstacles like stairs or sleep slopes. When bicycle parking is not in a highly 
visible location, way-finding signage is recommended. Bicycle parking near sidewalks 
shall allow sufficient passage for pedestrians (6 feet) and comply with all ADA standards. 
Bike racks should not impede pedestrian traffic flow to board and egress mass transit 
vehicles. Bicycle parking and bikes should not obstruct the visibility triangle. To ensure 
adequate space for bikes and maneuverability in and out of the parking area, racks shall 
be placed at least 3 feet away from a wall or other vertical surface. 



 

 

 
CONVENIENCE 
Cyclists are most likely to use bicycle parking when it is close to their destination. 
Installing racks far from an entrance may encourage cyclists to lock their bike to a tree 
or piece of street furniture that is closer. Bicycle parking should be placed within 50 feet 
of the building entrance that cyclists use. Where there is more than one building on a 
site, or where a building has more than one main entrance, the parking shall be 
distributed to serve all buildings or main entrances. Wherever possible, situate bike 
racks close to bikeways and trails. 
 
SAFETY AND SECURITY 
Safety and security measures must be considered to encourage use of bicycle parking 
facilities. Racks and lockers should be made from high quality materials and firmly 
secured to the ground, floor, or wall of a well-lit area. Racks should be adequately 
anchored to discourage displacement or removal. Concrete is the preferred surface for 
maximum security, though other surfaces may also be appropriate. Short-term parking 
should be located in a busy, public area to increase informal surveillance, and long-term 
parking should be located in a separate access-controlled area. Adequate lighting must 
be installed for visibility at the bike parking site and any pathways to and from this area. 
 
ACCEPTABLE TYPES OF RACKS 
Secure bicycle parking allows the frame and one wheel to be locked to the rack when 
both wheels are left on the bike. A simple inverted U-rack is attractive, easy to use, and 
highly secure. The rack should provide two-point support of the bicycle and have no 
sharp edges. The rack should be usable by bikes with no kickstand and by a wide variety 
of sizes and types of bicycles. Racks that only secure the front wheel are not acceptable. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left: Examples of 
acceptable two-point 
support designs. Graphic 

from Las Cruces Proposed Bicycle 
Parking Design Standards. 
 
Preferred materials:  



 

 

Galvanized steel with powder coating requires little maintenance and provides a smooth 
surface that will not scratch or damage bicycle frames 
 
Materials to avoid: 
Wood, soft metals, untreated metals, cast components that are brittle and may crack on 
impact. For rack designs that have welded sections avoid materials like stainless steel 
that have weak welds. 
 
BICYCLE PARKING DIMENSIONS 
Adequate space is necessary to accommodate bicycles and maneuvering in and out of 
the bike parking area. At least 30” is required and 36” is recommended between bike 
racks placed side-by-side, and 60” is recommended between racks placed end to end. 
One inverted U-Rack counts as two parking spaces. Three feet is the suggested distance 
between a planted area and the outermost edge of a bike rack. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left: A 10’x18’ 
vehicular parking space 
can accommodate 6 
inverted U-racks (12 
bicycle parking spaces).  
Graphic from Las Cruces Proposed 
Bicycle Parking Design Standards.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
COVERED BICYCLE PARKING  
Prolonged exposure to precipitation can 
rust a bike’s frame and components; 
Ultraviolet rays from the sun deteriorate a 
bike’s soft seat and tires, as well as 
making the bike uncomfortable to ride on 
hot days. Covered bicycle parking will 
encourage use by cyclists who value their 
bicycle. Covered spaces can be stand-
alone structures, roof overhangs, 
awnings, lockers, or bicycle storage 
spaces within buildings and parking 

garages. The cover must be permanent and secure. Overhead clearance should be at 
least 7’ to allow for maneuverability. Covers that are too high do not protect from rain, 
sun, and snow. The covered structure must use similar construction materials as the 
main building and be aesthetically complimentary to surrounding architecture and 
design elements. If freestanding, the structure must be at least 150 square feet and 
comply with all local building codes including drainage regulations. Several companies 
sell prefabricated bicycle shelter structures that fulfill City requirements. 
 
 

BICYCLE LOCKERS 
Bicycle lockers are individual storage units 
that are weather protected, enclosed, and 
operated by a controlled access system 
that may use keys, swipe card, or an 
electronic key pad located on the door. 
Cyclists can securely store their bike, 
helmet, and gear. Many models hold two 
bicycles, and have access doors at 
opposite ends of the locker. On average, 
one standard car parking space can 
accommodate five bicycle lockers, 

depending on the locker design. Stackable models can double bicycle parking capacity; 
however, the top lockers provide limited access to cyclists who cannot or choose not to 
lift their bike into the top locker unit. Bike lockers require a level, clean, surface and 
clearance for the door to easily open and close. Bike lockers are best placed away from 
sidewalks and areas with high pedestrian traffic. Like all bicycle parking, bike lockers 
should be placed close to building entrances, in a well-lit area with regular security 
surveillance. 
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SUGGESTIONS 
Increase the use of your bike facility by 
incorporating non-required services and 
infrastructure into your bicycle parking 
system. Include a local bike map in the 
covered structure to encourage use and 
visibility. Integrate other environmentally-
friendly elements like permeable paving 
into the bike parking  

design. Incorporate a bike station that includes maintenance, gear storage lockers, and 
concessions into your bike parking plan. Consider converting a parking space for one 
automobile to a parking space for multiple bicycles. Innovative bike parking ideas will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  
 

 
 
Left: A simple plaza rack like this one that 
does not require drilling provides secure 
parking for 6 bicycles without damaging 
expensive paving materials. Graphic from Las Cruces 

Proposed Bicycle Parking Design Standards.  
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PERMEABLE PAVING SYSTEMS 
 
 Permeable paving (also known as pervious or porous pavement) are surfaces that allow water to pass 
through voids in the paving material or between pavers while providing a stable, load-bearing surface.  
This allows stormwater to filter through the soil below the paved surface, reducing the numerous 
environmental issues associated with water runoff. Just as drinking water can be filtered to remove 
impurities, the soil particles filter rainwater percolating through soil on its way to surface waters and to 
groundwater aquifers. This important step in the natural process of water purification is bypassed when 
rainwater falls on impermeable pavement surfaces or roofs and is carried directly through storm 
drainage systems into waterways. Pollution carried in rainwater runoff is another concern, especially in 
urban areas. Stormwater flowing across streets, parking lots and sidewalks pick up contaminants 
associated with air pollution particles, spilled oil, detergents, solvents, dead leaves, pesticides, fertilizer, 
and bacteria from pet waste. Natural filtration of water through soil is the simplest way to control these 
pollutants, and is a direct advantage of permeable pavement.  
 

 
CONSIDERATIONS 
 
APPLICABILITY 
Permeable paving systems are appropriate for parking areas, parking lots, drive aisles, private 
alleys, sidewalks, courtyards and plazas. 
 
INSTALLATION 
Permeable paving systems must be designed and installed in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications. These specifications and details must be included with the site 
plan submittal to the Development Services Center. 
 
GRADING 
In order to optimize water infiltration through the permeable paving system, the slope of the 
surface area should range from 0.5 percent to 2 percent.  
 
SPACING 
When designing a permeable paving system utilizing Open Jointed and Open Cell Paving Blocks 
(pavers) as described below for parking spaces above the minimum number required, the 
permeable area shall have a minimum perviousness of 10 percent. If a permeable paving 
system is being designed for stormwater management purposes, additional criteria will need to 
be met in accordance with applicable City and State regulations. 
 
MAINTENANCE 
The overall maintenance goal for a permeable paving system is to prevent clogging of the void 
spaces within the surface material. The surface must not be sealed or repaved with non-porous 
materials if it is to continue to function and to be counted towards meeting the maximum 
allowed parking requirement. Sand and salt must not be applied to areas with porous 
pavements. Depending on the system, occasional sweeping or vacuuming of debris will be 
required to ensure the void spaces do not clog. Educational signage should be used wherever 
porous pavement is installed as a teaching tool for the public and as a reminder of maintenance 



 

 

obligations. 
 
LANDSCAPING 
The most important landscaping objective for porous pavements is to ensure that its drainage 
area is fully stabilized, thereby preventing sediment loads from clogging the pavement. 
 

ACCEPTABLE MATERIALS 

There are many options for permeable paving materials: porous concrete, pervious asphalt, 
open joined and open cell paving blocks. Examples provided herein are meant as a 
representation of products available, not an endorsement of a specific product or 
manufacturer. 
 

POROUS CONCRETE: There are a 
number of alternate names for porous 
concrete including permeable concrete, 
porous pavement, and pervious 
concrete. All of the names basically 
mean the same thing; porous concrete 
is a form of concrete which is 
permeable, rather than solid. Porous 
concrete is designed to trap water and 
allow it to percolate through the 
concrete to the ground below. Pervious 
concrete uses the same materials as 
conventional concrete, with the 

exceptions that the fine aggregate (sand) typically is eliminated entirely, creating a substantial 
void content.  
 

 Advantages: Used in place of conventional concrete decreases the total amount of 
runoff leaving a site, promotes infiltration of runoff into the ground, reduces the 
amount of pollutants carried to a storm drain or waterway, and aids with reducing peak 
runoff velocity and volume. Porous concrete is applicable to many light-duty uses, 
including overflow parking areas, residential street parking lanes, parking pads in 
parking lots, sidewalks, golf cart and bike paths, and emergency access lanes. With 
proper maintenance, including regular vacuuming of the surface to prevent clogging by 
sediment, porous concrete can have a minimum service life of 20 years. It also comes in 
a range of colors, and it can be made with recycled materials including recycled concrete 
rubble. This flexibility and potential for recycling makes it an ecologically friendly and 
aesthetically pleasing building material.  
 

 Disadvantages: Permeable paving is not ideal for high traffic/high speed areas because 
it has lower load-bearing capacity than conventional pavement. Nor should it be used 



 

 

on stormwater "hotspots" with high pollutant loads because stormwater cannot be 
pretreated prior to infiltration. 

PERVIOUS ASPHALT: A typical porous 
pavement has an open-graded surface 
over an underlying stone bed. The 
water drains through the porous asphalt 
and into the stone bed, then, slowly, 
infiltrates into the soil. If contaminants 
were on the surface at the time of the 
storm, they are swept along with the 
rainfall through the stone bed. From 
there they infiltrate into the sub-base so 
that they are subjected to the natural 
processes that cleanse water.  

 Advantages:  Porous asphalt used in place of traditional impervious paving materials 
decreases the total amount of runoff leaving a site, promotes infiltration of runoff into 
the ground, reduces the amount of pollutants carried to a storm drain or waterway, and 
aids with reducing peak runoff velocity and volume. It is appropriate for pedestrian-only 
areas and for very low-volume, low-speed areas such as overflow parking areas, 
residential driveways, alleys, and parking stalls. 
 

 Disadvantages:  Permeable paving is not ideal for high traffic/high speed areas because 
it has lower load-bearing capacity than conventional pavement. Nor should it be used 
on stormwater "hotspots" with high pollutant loads because stormwater cannot be 
pretreated prior to infiltration. 

OPEN JOINTED AND OPEN CELL PAVING 
BLOCKS: These pavers are solid units of 
concrete, brick, plastic or stone laid side 
by side. They can bear traffic loads and 
are shaped to produce openings that 
are filled with porous aggregate or turf 
that allows for infiltration of 
stormwater. 

 

BLOCK PAVERS: This material can be used to create a porous surface with the aesthetic appeal 
of brick, stone, or other interlocking paving materials. They are most often used for driveways, 
entryways, walkways, or terraces. 

PLASTIC GRID SYSTEMS: High strength plastic grids (often made from recycled materials) are 
placed in roadway areas. Some are designed to be filled with gravel on top of an engineered 



 

 

aggregate material, while others are filled with a sand/soil mixture on top of an 
aggregate/topsoil mix that allow grass to be planted on the surface.  

 Advantages: Paving blocks have a long useable life, are relatively easy to install 
and provide good infiltration. Most plastic paver material is flexible so it can adapt 
well to shrink/swell and freeze/thaw conditions. Most commercially available 
plastic paver material is made from recycled material, an added environmental 
plus. The grids provide a support structure for heavy vehicles, and prevent 
erosion. After heavy rains, the grids act as mini holding-ponds, and allow water to 
gradually absorb into the soil below. 

 Disadvantages: Some pavers are sensitive to deformation in the base or sub-grade and 
do require a thick base to prevent "heaving." In cold climates where areas need to be 
plowed for ice or snow removal, blocks may catch and cause damage to the blocks 
and/or plow. 




